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CHAPTER I 

THE END OF ISOLATION 

The quarter-century from I89O to the outbreak of 

World War I in 191^ was a crucial time in the evolution 

of relations among the great nations of the European con

tinent. In a time of rising nationalism, frictions and 

conflicts among states, both in Europe and in other parts 

of the world, grew steadily in intensity. In this era of 

anarchy in international relations. Great Britain's re

sponse to the exigencies of the time is noteworthy. Her 

leaders, feeling that her long-held tradition of "splendid 

isolation" as the first plank in foreign policy toward 

Europe, no longer filled the nation's needs, now sought, 

and soon found, allies with whom to associate. Britain, 

while seeking and finding new international ties, did not 

basically alter her habitual policy tov7ard secondary Euro-

pean nations or peoples: namely, to try to use her influ

ence to minimize conflict v/hen possible, and in situations 

in which she was insufficiently acquainted vrith developments 

or unable to exert her prestige, to remain uncommitted and 

untied. As crisis follov;ed crisis in the period before 

191^t culminating in a complex emergency in the Balkan penin

sula in the I9II-I913 years, we shall have the opportunity 



to observe the above characteristics of British policy in 

operation. As it happened, Britain's combination of stand-

offishness, peacemindedness, and prestige-mongerlng had no 

significant effect on the shaping of events in the Balkans. 

Due to this and other factors, the unresolvable Balkan cri

sis became one of the prime immediate causes of the holo

caust of World V/ar I. 

Our story begins, as far as Great Britain is con

cerned, in the last decade of the nineteenth century, v̂ hen 

a British-French near-collision in Africa opened British 

eyes to the tendencies which formed international politics, 

and with which Britain would have to adjust, in order to 

continue to exercise her traditional influence. 

Friction continued to mount between England and her 

neighbor, France, particularly over the subject of Africa. 

Rivalry betvjeen the two reached a climax in the northeast 

portion of the continent. England was on the verge of war 

with the Boers in South Africa when France decided that the 

time was ripe for her to move across North Africa to complete 

a west-east French cross-continent sweep. 

In September, I898, the final act in this povier 

struggle came at Fashoda, in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, which 

both countries claimed through their respective com.manders 

on the scene. Upon hearing of developments in the Sudan, 

Prime Minister Robert Cecil, Marquis of Salisbury, demanded 

the evacuation of French troops from the Fashoda area. 



Subsequent maneuvering consumed the better part of three 

months and caused tensions to run high between the two 

countries. The French reluctantly withdrew from that 

point, for they were not ready for a showdown that might 

cause them to lose possessions or prestige. On December 

11, 1898, the French flag came dov7n and the locality fell 

under British control. 

In January, 1899, discussions were started between 

the two countries in the growing realization that friendly 

relations must exist between them in order to keep general 

tension in check. In March, an agreement was reached which 

set the limits of English and French expansion in Africa. 

This stated that France would be excluded from the Nile 

Basin, but would retain the right to expand into West Africa 

towards the interior. On her side, England was not defi

nitely recognized as master of Egypt, leaving the Egyptian 

question open and subject to more discussion at a later date. 

As a consequence of the Fashoda settlement, French 

popular opinion remained bitterly hostile to Britain during 

the Boer War. However, the 1899 agreement lessened official 

suspicions between the governments, and relations steadily 

improved. This laid the groundwork for the chain of agree

ments that one day would result in the Triple Entente, 
^ — 1 1 •••iiBi T w i i i i i i iifi—IT -T—miTrm^r-r t , '^- - ' i i Miiaawnn •' liaiTiirnii nniiiff-nmnT i i IT i t n - - r — i r ' ^—i— • • •"-•n • !— - i - T - ' • 

^Luigi Albertini, The Origins of the War of 191^, 
trans, and ed. Isabella M. Massey TLondon: Oxford Univer
sity Press. 1952), I, p. 10/+, 
Hereafter referred to as Albertini. Origins. 



While England grew more and more disturbed about her 

isolated condition, she watched France and Russia succeed in 

working out defensive military and trade agreements. The 

understandings aroused grave concern among the officials in 

Queen Victoria's Government. Were not, after all, France 

and Russia at odds with England in the Mediterranean and in 

Asia? Moreover, if Kaiser William II of Germany should be 

able to work out an agreement between the Triple Alliance 

(Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy) and the Dual Entente 

(France and Russia), it would create very serious danger 

for the island kingdom. Hence, at the turn of the century, 

England was happy to find a v7orkable solution to the Fashoda 

crisis. Furthermore, Her Majesty's Government began to dis

play a desire to emerge from her "splendid isolation" into 

the new international world, one which was grov/ing more com

plex daily. Clearly the British government's recognition 

of the need to abandon isolationism vias timely as expressed 

thusly: 

The policy, or the ideal, of "splendid isolation" con
templated a balance of power in Europe of vrhich V7e v;ere 
not to be a part, and from which we were to be able to 
stand aside in the happy position of having no obliga
tions and of being able to take advantage of any dif
ficulties which arose in Europe from friction between 
the opposing groups. That policy is not a possible one 
novr. The single one of the Great Pov.'ers vzhich attem.pted 
to adopt that policy in Europe today would be felt as a 
public nuisance. If we were that single power, one re
sult would be that in the course of a few years v;e 
should be building warships, not against the tvjo-power 
standard or a probable combination, but against the 
united navies of Europe. , , 

As a matter of fact, that policy, which I say vrould 



be disastrous, is not a policy; it is a negation of 
policy,2 

With an agreement betvjeen the Dual Entente and the 

Triple Alliance a possibility, England thought to forestall 

it by sounding out Germany about becom.ing a possibly ally. 

Prime Minister Salisbury and Colonial Secretary Joseph Cham

berlain believed that an agreement between the tvjo countries 

might be a positive step, for the British were having less 

trouble with the Germans than with anyone else.3 Salisbury 

at a November 9, I899, banquet at Guildhall, remarked favor

ably as to the cordial relations between the two states.^ 

Tvienty-one days later, at Leicester, Chamberlain went further 

and stated that an alliance between the United States, Bri

tain and Germany would be ". . .a still more potent influ

ence in the future of the world."^ 

For a time Great Britain vjas pleased at the progress 

negotiations seemed to make, with a defensive and protective 

alliance between the two powers not only possible, but seem

ingly probable. However, on December 11, 1899t Count Bern-
II 

hard Von Bulow, Chancellor of Germany, strongly rejected 

Great Britain, 5 Parliamentary Debates (Commons), 
XXXII (1911), 60. Hereafter referred to as Parliamentary 
Debates, 

3sir J. A. R. Marriott, Modem England 1885-19^^5 
(London: Methuen and Co., 193^)» P« 200. Hereafter referred 
to as Marriott, Modern England 1B85-19^5» 

^Ibid., p. 203. 

5lbid., p. 20^, 



Chamberlain's overtures, simultaneously referring very courte

ously to both France and Russia." Coincidentally, the date of 

the speech marked the day, one year before, that England had 

won her diplomatic victory at Fashoda. England's first ma

jor attempt at alliance had met a painful rebuff. The Right 

Honorable L, S. Amery, Member of Parliament from South Bir

mingham, stated later that: 
II 

Bulow preferred to mobilize German Anglophobia, then at 
its height, in order to carry out a naval programme 
which doubled Germany's battleship strength, and defi
nitely rejected Chamberlain's approach. Not that Bulow 
wanted a real quarrel. What he hoped was that his at
titude and our needs would presently secure better 
terms. It was in a similar spirit that he would seem 
to have listened to Russian suggestions for interveia-
tion after the South African "Black Week", hoping that 
the move should develop sufficiently to embroil us fur
ther vjith Russia and France and enable Germany to gain 
merit by then dissociating herself from them.^ 

The possibility of Anglo-German agreement vras not 

completely discarded, however, as later events demxonstrated. 

The Yang-tsze Treaty of October, I9OO, was an agreement be

tween England and Germany to exercise influence to keep all 

Chinese ports on rivers and littoral open to trade for all 

nationals of all countries without distinction,° It ap

peared that the favorable oriental relations might yet lead 

to an alliance v/ith Germany. 

^Ibid.. pp, 203-20^, 

''̂ Rt. Hon. L.S. Amery, My Political Life (London: 
Hutchinson and Co., 1953). P. 1^3. 

^Marriott, Modern England 188 5--19̂ 5. p. 205, 



7 
•I 

Bulov7, according to Sir Charles Dilke, Member of 

Parliament from Gloucestershire, began to boast that Ger

many had triumphed over Britain in the Yang-tsze agreements. 

Sir Charles stated in Commons that: 
The agreement was directed against British predominance 
in the Yang-tsze Valley, and it was followed by a step 
which may be explained aviay here, but vjhich throughout 
the East V7as accepted as being connected with lt--namely, 
the placing of a German garrison at Shanghai,^ 

British initiative continued, nevertheless, to carry 

out a program conducive to an alignment between the tv;o 

Povjers. Salisbury seemed to be the main obstacle to agree

ments from the German point of view, v;ith his conservative 

outlook. Optimism as to a possible agreement increased 

V7hen he left office and the Marquis of Lansdov/ne took over 

the Foreign Secretary half of Salisbury's dual prime minister-

foreign secretaryship in October, I90O. New overtures V7ere 

made to Germany, but in January, I9OI, Biilow definitely re

jected them, declaring that if Germany made the alliance, 

she V70uld become the "sv7ord of England upon the European 

Continent." British policy designed to secure Germ-any as 

an ally had failed, leaving only a feeling of frustration, 

as Britain looked about and saw no friends on the diplomatic 

horizon. 

The unsuccessful negotiations brought further 

^Parliamentary Debates. Vol. 98 (I9OI), p. 253. 

^^Marriott. Modern England 1885-19̂ 1-5, p. 205. 
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repercussions. The German Chancellor added insult to in

jury when he referred to the "unsuccessful and somevjhat 

clumsy attempts" of the British to obtain an alliance with 

Germany.-̂ --̂  In addition, he stated that the build-up of the 

German navy was designed to enlarge the power of Germany, in 

relation to France, should another crisis similar to the 

South African arise. The statements made in a speech in the 

German Reichstag evidently 

, . .pointed not to fatuity on the part of the (British) 
Foreign Office, but to that depression of our influence 
throughout the world which had been probably the necessary 
consequence of our entanglement in South Africa.12 

As Lord Algernon Bertram Redesdale, Member of the 

House of Lords, described Britain's situation when Edviard VII 

ascended the throne in January, 1901: "Germany hated and en

vied us; France suspected us; Russia looked upon us as the 

hidden enemy, lurking by night. "-̂ 3 

Accordingly, England resumed her search for an ally, 

and found one in the Far East. Japan had been an isolated 

nation until the l860's, V7hen a nev7 mikado and his ministers 

launched a vast program of modernization of the oriental is

land kingdom. From adoption of a V/estern constitution to 

Western ideas on education, military service, railv;ays, and 

even Navy, renovation occurred. This modernization. 

llparliamentary Debates, Vol. 98 (1901), pp. 2^7-2^8. 

l^Ibid. 

13Lord Redesdale, Memories, Vol. 1, p. 179. as 
quoted in Marriott, Modern England 188 5-19^5. p. 206. 
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particularly as regards the navy and military, enabled Japan 

to triumph over China in 189^-96. Immediately after, Euro

pean encroachments began anevr on China. When in I9OO the 

Boxer rebellion occurred, the Powers stepped in and crushed 

it. It was in this atmosphere that the Anglo-Japanese treaty 

was signed, January 30, 1902. 

The treaty was beneficial to both nations as it stated: 

1. If either party should find it necessary to safeguard 
its interests, when threatened by a third power, or by in
ternal disturbances, the other Party undertook to main
tain a friendly neutrality and endeavored to isolate the 
conflict. 
2. If one or more other Pov7ers intervened, the hitherto 
neutral ally would act.-^^ 

The treaty placed Japan on a level of equality with other 

Powers and gave her confidence in dealing with the others, 

something that on her ov7n she had been unable to achieve. As 

for Great Britain, it provided her with a naval ally in the 

Pacific and made a friend out of a country that the Austra

lasian Colonies of Great Britain were beginning to fear. To 

satisfy and placate other Povrers, Lord Lansdowne said that the 

treaty had been concluded "purely as a measure of precaution" 

and in no V7ay threatened "the presence of the legitimate in

terests of other Pov7ers." Lord Lansdov7ne went on to say that 

it would set a limit to the area of hostilities.^5 

"^Marriott, Modern England 1885-19^5. p. 211, 

^•^Lansdowne to Sir CM. MacDonald, British Minister at 
Peking, January 30, 1902, in G.P, Gooch and Harold Temperly, 
British Documents on the Origin of the War I898-I9I/4, (ed, ) 
TTondon: His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1933). V, p. II3. 
Hereafter cited as Gooch and Temperly, British Documents. 
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The time limit of the treaty v/as set at five years. 

Before this, the agreement was revised to state that if either 

should be attacked by a single power, the other vjould come to 

the assistance of the one victimized. Also, the scope of the 

treaty was enlarged to include British India.1^ 

The English populace showed concern about the possible 

psychological effects of the treaty on England's once unchal

lenged power. The press was not quite as enthusiastic as 

Lord Lansdowne about the new arrangements. Contemporary press 

releases revealed the different ideas of the people with regard 

to the emergence of England from her policy of "splendid iso

lation." The London Daily News of February 13, 1902, stated: 

We desire to be friends with all the world; but do V7e 
desire to be chained to anyone? The traditional policy of 
England. . .has been. . .'splendid isolation.' There is 
much to be said for that policy. 

With the most friendly feelings to the Land of the 
Chrysanthemum. . .we yet more doubt whether there is any 
Povjer in the World to which the British Empire should give 
such a hostage as this,17 

The Liberal (London) Spectator of February 15, 1902, 

took the same position in declaring that, "We cannot profess 

anything approaching satisfaction with regard to the agreement 

with Japan."^^ 

The London Times of February 12, on the other hand, 

^^Marriott, Modern England 1885-19^-5. P. 212, 

l^Raymond Postgate and Aylmer Vallance, England Goes 
to Press (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1937). pp. 229-230. 
Hereafter referred to as Postgate and Vallance, England Goes 
to Press, 

^^Ibld, 
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argued the opposite by stating, "The country will receive with 

great satisfaction the important agreement betv;een Great Bri

tain and Japan. "-̂ ^ 

Thus the controversy raged. Everyone agreed, whatever 

the differences, that the policy of isolation was over, though 

the change did not become manifest until 190^, 

At the time of the Fashoda Crisis the possibility of 

any future Anglo-French accord seemed remote. Hov7ever, in 

1901, Queen Victoria died and King Edward took the throne. 

This symbolized a turning point of British relations with 

European nations in general, but with France in particular. 

The V7arra personality of the new sovereign broke down the old 

barriers. Europe seemed to take Edward to its heart and Eng

land profited from the fact. Lord Redesdale described the 

impact of the King in this manner: 

I am far from saying that the more friendly feelings 
which prevailed were entirely due to his initiation; but 
I do say that without the wonderful charm V7hich he exerted 
they would not have existed. He fully recognized his 
liro.itations as a Constitutional Monarch; it V7as not for 
him to start alliances; but he made them possible.^^ 

The Sovereign of Great Britain visited France in May, 

1903. and spoke of the friendship that England felt for France 

and her traditions. He suggested that the two nations had 

much in com.mon and were vfalking the same road of "civilization 

19 Ibid. 

2^Lord Redesdale, Memories, as quoted by Marriott, 
Modern England 1^85-19^5. p. 20"57~ 
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and peace," The King heard a few voices shout, "Vive les Boers" 

"Vive Marchand". "Viva Fashoda", but for the most part the 

trip was nothing less than friendly. 

President Emile Loubet of France returned the state 

visit in July of the same year, and received the friendliest 

of welcomes from the English sovereign and people. King Edward 

continued to point out in private discussions with the Presi

dent that France and England were V7alking hand in hand down 

the same historical path and their interests were almost 

identical.^^ 

These two visits did much to deepen the friendly feel

ing beginning to grow between the two peoples. On July 2, 1903. 

conversations began betv7een Lansdowne and Paul Gambon, French 

Ambassador to London, concerning Newfoundland, Morocco, Siam, 

the New Hebrides, Sokoto, and Egypt. These discussions took 

place for the better part of a year and resulted in agreements 

on April 8, 190^. These consisted of a convention, two de

clarations, and other secret articles. The points of agree

ment may be summed up: 1. Differences concerning Morocco, 

Egypt, West Africa, Siam, Madagascar, and the New Hebrides 

were cleared up. 2. Fishing rights V7ere given to France in 

Newfoundland without a monopoly. 3« Most importantly, France 

recognized England's primacy in Egypt and England did the 

^•^Albertini, Origins, pp. 146-1^7. 

22ibid. 
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same for France in Morocco.^-3 

Ken of that time gave most of the credit for the 

"entente" to King Edward. As Andre Tardieu, French jour

nalist and later politician, stated: "The English King was 

the initiator of the rapprochement. He it was who both con

ceived and facilitated it, while many still believed that the 

moment was premature."^ Lord Evelyn Baring Cromer, British 

Administrator and consul general of Egypt spoke of the ar

rangement as the "work of that eminent diplomatist. His Majesty 

the King, and Lord Lansdowne."^5 The press, not particularly 

interested in who should receive credit for the agreements, 

was glad that accord had been reached. The liberal London 

Daily News of April 9. 1904, seemed to summarize the general 

feeling of the public: 

We report today V7lth unqualified satisfaction the 
nev7s of the signature of the colonial treaty between 
France and Great Britain. . .We see in the treaty a 
guarantee of the reduction of armaments as well as a 
crushing blow to the anti-foreign party of this coun
try who have been preaching the noxious doctrine that 
national success Is only to be won at the expense of 
the foreigner,2o 

.The World War I authority, Luigi Albertini, points 

out that, when considered together, the Anglo-Japanese and 

^3sidney Bradshaw Fay, The Origins of the VJorld War 
.(New York: HacMillan Company, 192^, I, pp. lD2-ioTr~""Here-
after referred to as Fay, Origins of VJorld War. 

^\lbertini, Origins, p, IkS. 

p. 235. 

•̂̂ Fay, Origins of World V/ar, p. I65, 

^^Postgate and Vallance, England Goes to Press, 
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Anglo-French agreements made up two different policies. Then 

he quotes Lord Grey, English Foreign Secretary immediately 

prior to World War I, who stated that: 

France and Russia were allies. Protection against 
their joint fleets was our standard. There were tv7o al
ternative policies or ways by which V7e might endeavor to 
guard against causes of conflict--one was to make an al
liance with another Power for protection against France 
or Russia, the other was by friendly negotiation V7ith 

- these Pov7ers to smooth away and remove possible causes 
of conflict. The Anglo-Japanese Alliance was a step in 
the direction of the first policy; the Anglo-French 
Agreement was a step in the direction of the second. 
. .The counterpart to the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, the 
application of the same policy to Prance would have been 
an alliance with Germany. But the opportunity for that 
had passed V7hen Mr. Chamberlain made his overture,27 

The French-English Entente caused surprise in Germany, 

but not as much as the events of 1907 did. In that year, the 

English successfully negotiated a treaty straightening long

standing differences with Russia. 

Immediately after the Anglo-French Entente, King 

Edward spoke to Alexander Petrovich Izvolsky, Russian foreign 

minister: 

. . .since by mutual goodwill a solution has been found 
to the disputes which had dragged on for years betv7een 
England and France, this gives me the hope of arriving by 
the same method at still more important results, i. e. a 
similar agreement V7lth Russia. . .My new Ambassador, Sir 
Charles Hardinge, is to have instructions to work for the 
establishment of the most cordial relations with the Rus
sian Government and to seek means of reaching agreement 
on the questions dividing us at the different points of 
the globe.28 

2'̂ Viscount Grey of Fallodon, Tv/enty-Flve Years (Nev7 York 
F. A. Stokes Co., 1925), I, p. ̂ 7. Hereafter referred to as 
Grey, Twenty-Five Years. 

^^Albertini, Origins, p. 187. 
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Nothing developed in the years 1904, I905, or I906, 

however, because Russia did not care to be aligned with the 

ally of Japan, a country V7ith whom she had serious differences. 

Between 1904 and I906 Japan and Russia fought a V7ar V7hich re

sulted in the latter losing much stature in Asia, after which 

Russia then began to look tov7ard expansionism back in Europe. 

V/ith her policy directed av7ay from Asia and toward 

Europe, Russia sought to obtain a new ally. On May 29. 1906. 

conversations began between Izvolsky and Sir Arthur Nicolson, 

the British Ambassador to St. Petersburg. By I907 agreement 

was reached by which Persia was divided into spheres of in

fluence, V7ith the Russians in the North, the English in the 

South, and a neutral strip betv7een, A ruling on Afghanistan 

as a British sphere of influence and the placing of Tibet un

der the suzerainty of China were the other two points of agree

ment betvjeen the two governments. The date of completion of 

talks was August 31. 1907, a full sixteen months after dis

cussions had started. -̂  

Germany became very disturbed about the treaty, for 

she realized that divisions were forming which could bring 

her trouble in the future. Nov7, Germany, Austria-Hungary, 

and Italy were faced with the combination of Britain, France, 

and Russia (The Triple Entente). The competing alliance 

systems V7ere set in their molds and no major change took 

place in the remaining years before the outbreak of the First 

Great War. Secondary combinations came into being, but for 

^^Fay, Origins of World V/ar, pp. 219-220. 
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the most part, efforts from that moment on were bent to the 

task of strengthening the existing structures. 

As England completed her emergence from a policy of 

non-alignment, European developments turned people's atten

tion increasingly tov7ard the southeast segment of the conti

nent. There, intensifying national feeling expressed by the 

Balkan peoples long subject to the inefficient, cruel despo

tism of Turkey, the interference of Austria-Hungary, and the 

self-seeking paternalism of Russia, was searching for self-

expression in a scramble among them for independence and ter

ritorial expansion. As this Balkan caldron approached a boil, 

Britain found herself seeking to exercise a restraining hand 

in a situation in which once-useful, inter-state restraints 

no longer were effective. 



CHAPTER II 

BALKAN EVENTS I9OO-I9O8 

In our excursion into Balkan history in the early 

twentieth century, we must return to a Near Eastern arrange

ment in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, V7hich was 

at the root of the area's political difficulties. This was 

the Congress of Berlin settlement of I878, following the 

Russo-Turkish War of 1877-1878, and the abortive Treaty of 

San Stefano. 

Before and especially during the nineteenth century, 

Turkey had deteriorated into a decrepit old despotism still 

ruling its Balkan dominions by cruelty and force. While the 

"sick man of Europe," as Nicholas I had described her, be

came slov7ly more enfeebled, Russia and the other Great Pov7ers 

awaited the day when he would finally expire, and the division 

of spoils should occur. In the I870's, the end nearly came, 

through a combination of Turkey's maltreatment of restless 

Balkan subjects and Russia's giving the "sick man" a hard 

shove toward oblivion. However, the other interested parties 

intervened at the patient's bedside, and the old despot was 

propped up again by means of a patched up compromise which 

planted the seeds for all of the pre-World War I Balkan 

troubles• 

Matters had worked out as follows: Turkish misgovernmen' 

17 
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of Bosnia and Bulgarian Macedonia had led to a war of Russia, 

ostensibly aiding her oppressed Slavic Balkan brethren, but 

actually seeking power southv7ard for herself, against Turkey. 

Having defeated Turkey with somewhat greater difficulty than 

anticipated, Russia, by means of the Treaty of San Stefano 

in March, 1878, sought to impose a settlement on her defeated 

rival that would ensure her dominance of the Balkans in the 

future. The likelihood that Russia would replace Turkey as 

a Balkan menace aroused the other Powers to a frenzy of Rus-

sophobia, and determined them to nullify the Russian victory. 

Great Britain's reaction to the Treaty of San Stefano may be 

gathered from the statement from Prime Minister Benjamin 

Disraeli, Lord Beaconsfield, in the House of Lords, April 8, 

1878: 

The Treaty of San Stefano completely abrogates V7hat 
is known as Turkey-in~Europe; it abolishes the dominion 
of the Ottoman Empire in Europe; it creates a large state 
which, under the name of Bulgaria, is inhabited by many 
races not Bulgarians. This Bulgaria goes to the shores 
of the Black Sea and seizes the ports of that sea; it ex
tends to the coast of the Aegean and appropriates the 
ports of that coast. The treaty provides for the govern
ment of this new Bulgaria, under a prince who is to be 
selected by Russia; its administration is to be organized 
and supervised by a commissary of Russia; and this new 
state is to be garrisoned, I say for an indefinite period, 
but at all events for tv7o years certain, by Russia.30 

The treaty provided also for Rumania, Serbia, and Montenegro 

advancing from autonomous states to complete independence. 

Rumania V7as to acquire the Dobruja, while returning Bessarabia 

to Russia, which the latter had lost in the Treaty of Paris 

ending the Crimean V/ar in 1856. Finally, the provinces of 

^George Earle Buckle, The Life of Benjamin Disraeli 
(New York: The MacMillan Company, 1920), p. 258, Hereafter 
referred to as Buckle, Disraeli, 
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Bosnia and Herzegovina were to enjoy autonomous status under 

Turkish rule.31 

Due to the opposition of the Great Powers, particularly 

Great Britain and Austria-Hungary, Russia's settlement with 

Turkey was re-examined at a great international conference 

held at Berlin in June and July, I878, 

The first meeting took place on June I3, I878, and 

the last occurred on July I3 of the same year. In the month 

of negotiations, many decisions were taken which, basically, 

dragged Turkey to her feet again, although so weakly that the 

"sick man" had difficulty remaining upright thereafter. Ac

cording to the Treaty of Berlin, Serbia, Montenegro, and Ru

mania V7ere to remain as independent states; autonomous, Rus

sia-oriented, Bulgaria was much reduced; Bosnia and Herze

govina were to be autonomous parts of Turkey under the impor

tant qualification of Austro-Hungarian administration; and 

the Greek-'Turkish boundary was revised. With reference to 

the information that follows, the settlements with respect 

to Monetnegro, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and the valley between 

Serbia and Montenegro called the Sanjak of Novibazar parti

cularly interest us. 

Article XXVI of the Treaty of Berlin stated with 

regard to Montenegro: 

^^Ibid. 
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L'independance du Montenegro est reconnue par la 
Sublime Porte et par toutes celles des Hautes Parties 
Contractantes qui ne I'avaient pas encore admise.32 

Article XXV of the Treaty gave to Austria-Hungary 

the pov7er to administer Bosnia-Herzegovina, as V7ell as to 

garrison and have commercial control of the Sanjak valley: 

Les Provinces de Bosnie et de 1' Herzegovlne seront 
occupies et adralnistreTes par 1'Autriche-Hongrie. Le 
Governement d'Autriche-Hongrie, ne de'sirant pas se 
charger de 1'administration du sandjak de Novi-Bazar, 
qui s'etend entre la Serbie et le Mont'ene'gro dans la 
direction Sud-Est jusqu'au d^la de Mitrovitza, 1'ad
ministration Ottomane continuera d'y fonctlonner; 
neanmoins, afin d'assurer le maintien du nouvel ^tat 
politique, alnsi que la libert^ et la se'curit^ des 
voles de connumication, 1'Autriche-Hongrie se reserve 
le droit de tenir garnison et d'avoir des routes mill--
taires et commerciales sur toute I'etendue de cette 
partie de I'ancien vilayet de Bosnie. A cet effet 
les Gouvernements d'Autriche-Hongrie et de Turquie se 
reservent de s'entendre sur les details. 3.̂  

^ Britain received Cyprus as a result of her role at 
-ill 

the Congress.^ Turkey retained much of her former posr;es-

sions as a result of the treaty and Bulgaria became an autono

mous tributary principality.33 Turkey continued to control 

the Bosphorus and the Dardenelles, thus hemming Russia in 

on the Black Sea, 

3^W. N. Medlicott, The Congress of Berlin and After 
(Hamden, Conn.: Archon Books, Inc., 19^31 (Methuen and Co., 
Ltd., 1938), p. ^13. Hereafter referred to as Medlicott, 
Congress of Berlin. 

33Ibid, 

3̂ V/llllam Miller, The Ottoman Sm.pire and Its Successors 
I8OI-I927 (Cambridge: University Press, I93S), pp. 395-39^ 
Hereafter referred to as Miller, Ottoman Empire, 

35charles Seymour, The Diplomatic Background of the War 
1870-191^ (New Haven: Yale University Press,"191?), p. 28. 
Hereafter referred to as Seymour, Diplomatic Background. 
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After the smoke of the Berlin settlement, over which 

the great Bismarck had uneasily presided, had settled, the 

participants and interested parties reacted variously: Great 

Britain, which had gained Cyprus and retained her Eastern 

European influence vis a vis Russia vs. Turkey, felt well 

pleased with the settlement.3° as did Austria-Hungary through 

establishment of solid administrative control over Bosnia-

Herzegovina and influence in the Sanjak. Austria-Hungary 

could feel that her position to the south was grovjing stronger, 

while her potential enemies, the Serbs and Montenegrins, still 

had a long v;ay to go. 37 por non-participants in the V7ar, 

Britain and Austria-Hungary had done well for themselves. 

By contrast, Turkey felt displeased, aware of her ovTn 

weakness and the danger of further revolt on the part of her 

remaining Balkan subjects.3° Bulgaria, too, felt very disap

pointed at her shriveled, and still only autonomous, status.3° 

Russia, especially, was incensed at the settlem.ent, feeling 

that the Great Powers had deprived her of her just rev7ard for 

victory in vrar. Because Bismarck, as arbiter, had favored 

Great Britain and Austria-Hungary over her, she felt a grudge 

against Germany thereafter,^^ Finally, the Balkan peoples 

were left disgruntled, looking only for the next occasion 

3^Buckle, Disraeli, p. 34̂ -. 

3'^Seymour, Diplomatic Background, pp. 28-29, 

3°Medlicott, Congress of Berlin, p. I36, 

39Mercla Macdermott, A History of Bulgaria (New York; 
Frederick A. Praeger I962), pp. 3O8-309. 

^^Fay» Origins of World War, p. 67, 
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when they might be able to cast Turkey from their backs once 

and for all, 1 This famous Congress of Berlin settlement, 

hastily drawn and insufficiently thought out as to its im

plications, its rewards and punishments for victors, van

quished, and bystanders, led logically straight down the road 

to the Balkan pov7der keg of the early twentieth century. 

Against the backdrop of the unsatisfactory Congress 

settlement, the Balkan Peninsula and its many nationalities 

and governments had become a hotbed of rivalries and jealousies 

by the beginning of the tv7entieth century. The people of 

Macedonia and Albania still found themselves ruled directly 

by Turkey. Bulgaria V7as semi-independent, and Montenegro, 

Serbia, Rumania, and Greece were completely independent. All 

hated Turkey, several disliked Austria-Hungary, distrusted 

Russia, and suspected one another's ambitions. To fulfill 

their•national goals against Turkey, the Balkan peoples needed 

either alliance among themselves or assistance from one of the 

self-interested Great Pov7ers. Britain, which, thanks to her 

navy had been an influence in the eastern Mediterranean since 

at least the early nineteenth century, found herself an in

terested party in observing Balkan maneuverlngs early in this 

century. At the same time she showed signs of a desire not 

to involve herself so deeply as to get into another Congress 

of Berlin-type unpleasantness. Nevertheless, as the years 

passed, Britain found herself compelled, in vlev7 of the dan

gers implicit in a Balkan blowup, to give some attention to 

^^Miller, Ottoman Empire, pp. 388-398. 
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the increasingly pressing problems that seemed to be arising 

there. England's first hope V7as to maintain the "status quo" 

in the peninsula, in order to minimize the possibility of con

flict among pov̂ ers of her ov7n approxiir.ate strength. It was 

for this reason that England would applaud vigorously whenever 

it appeared that Russia and Austria were seeking to work to

gether to forestall any potentially uncontrollable crisis. 

During the first eight years after 1900 England's at

titude vacillated between satisfaction and disappointment, as 

crisis after crisis was met and averted. In these successive 

tensions, Britain learned repeatedly how unpredictable V7as 

the new era in international diplomacy as applied to an area 

of emerging peoples. What she did in these years is the sub

ject of the material that follows. 

The one particular premise that is deduced by a stu

dent of Balkan history during this period is that a small 

thread existed V7ith one end leading to Russia and the other 

to Austria-Hungary. Russia, as the Crimean and Russo-Turkish 

Wars had shown, dreamed of a Pan-Slav association which she, 

of course, would dominate. For this reason. The Slavic giant 

alv7ays kept a close eye on events as they unfolded in the Bal

kans. Austria, on the other hand, did not dream of any type 

of ethnic association for her own benefit, instead desiring 

chiefly a port which could make her into a V7orld trading power. 

She had been sealed into her central location for too long 

and desired to expand to the South in order to gain her desires 

The friction between the two powers and their goals was a main 
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root of the Balkan troubles of this period. The story of the 

Balkans, I9OO-I908, is the story of their enmity which brought 

the world into diplomatic turmoil, and eventually military 

confrontation. 

The late R. W, Seton-V/atson, an outstanding British 

historian, assures us that Russia began to be a serious rival 

of Austria only after the Crimea and the Black Sea fell into 

her hands. ^ Before this time, the Russian bear had been too 

busy with other matters and was too weak to give thought to 

possibilities that might be realized if she were to cast her 

eyes to the South. But especially after the Russo-Turkish 

War, their rivalry grew. By the end of the nineteenth century, 

both began to realize that some sort of modus Vivendi was 

desirable, if their enmity were not to lead to fatal conse

quences. Thus, on May 8, 1897. the Goluchov7ski-Muravlev 

agreements were signed. Both states agreed that the professed 

purpose of the agreement vias to eliminate the "danger of a 

rivalry disastrous to the peace of Europe on the seething soil 

of the Balkan Peninsula. . ." Actually, each povrer had other 

immediate interests in mind. Austria faced pressing dom.estic 

problems at this time, while Russia then desired to turn all 

^R.W. Seton-Watson. The Rise of Nationality in the 
Balkans (New York: E.P. Button and Co.. 1918"), p. 87. Here
after referred to as Seton-VJatson, Rise of Nationality. 

^3L. S. Stavrianos, The Balkans Since 1^53 (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, I963). pp. 522-23. Hereafter 
referred to as Stavrianos, Balkans. 
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her attention to the Far East. Thus their Balkan rivalry was 

shelved until such time as either or both should find the area 

a congenial field for maneuvering once more. 

A different aspect of Balkan unrest lay in the un

certain situation existing in Macedonia. The mixed population 

.of this province contained many of the most anti-Turkish peo

ple in the Balkans. The Macedonian people fiercely desired 

freedom from the Turkish yoke. In 1893. a Macedonian organi

zation called IMRO (Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organi

zation) V7as founded. Its chief aim was the preparation of 

the people for a rising against Turkey. The group favored 

a South Slav federation of Macedonia, Bulgaria, and Serbia 

against Turkey. The workings of IMRO remained fairly pacifis-

tic until 1895. In that year, a different body, called the 

"External Organization" came into being, composed of Bulgarians 

who V7ished to make Macedonia into a Bulgarian state. This 

organization used violent tactics, and made m.any raids into 

Macedonia to try to bring the people there to the point of 

asking for statehood in order to stop the raids. It conflicted 

with an organization already set up by the Serbian people 

called the "Society of St. Sava." 

This "Society" was designed to counteract any and all 

attempts of the Bulgarians to influence the Macedonian peoples. 

It advanced its objectives by encouraging a non-affiliated 

Macedonian nationalism. The picture was even more confused 

by the advent of a Greek organization designed to prevent 

Bulgaria's designs on Macedonia, The year of its creation 

^^Ibid. 
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was 189^. Thus, by I898, one may easily picture the confused 

and dangerous situation V7hich existed in the Balkan peninsula. 

For this reason, Austria and Russia felt compelled to pledge 

themselves to keep the "status quo." If they had not, both 

might have lost everything in a major war, as eventually both 

did, or through small peoples going their ovrn way without 

looking to either of them. At this period, Britain, busy 

elsewhere, gave no attention whatsoever to this potentially 

dangerous situation. 

A benevolent neutrality lay at the bottom of Britain's 

Balkan outlook through the years from I9OO to I9O8. Because 

public opinion V7as som.etimes aroused by particular events, 

the government, in response, sometimes suggested a direct in

terest which it did not really intend to act upon. Such was 

particularly the case with Macedonia. To stifle the grov/lng 

bloodshed there, the British public clamored for reforms from 

Turkey, which the government then echoed. Lord Lansdowne, 

Foreign Secretary for Great Britain, voiced the public opin

ion of British subjects ŵ hen he expressed the oft-stated hope 

that prompt reforms must come from Turkey on a V7ider and more 

effective basis than had been evident previously. ^ 
m 

To return to Macedonia, between 1898 and 1903. IMRO 

had been more militant than before, having some one hundred-

thirty encounters with Turkish troops. This had destroyed 

any semblance of peace that had existed in the area, and 

•̂̂ Se ton-Wat son, Rise of Nat i onal 11 y, p. I3I, 
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threw the Balkans into such confusion and disorder that it 

was evident that any moment^the whole peninsula might erupt 

into a general conflict. 

The resultant danger forced Austria and Russia to 

reconsider their "hands off" attitude in preserving the status 

quo. The I897 Agreements had quickly become outdated by 

events. Therefore, Russia and Austria reviewed their I897 

agreement. The result of their re-evaluation took two forms. 

The first V7as the "February Program," which visualized a com

mittee made up of officers from various countries who would 

represent the Pov7ers and take orders from Hilmi Pasha of 

Turkey as Inspector-General. These men would reorganize the 

government of Macedonia and seek to have reforms carried out 

by Turkey. The second plan, V7hich came six months later, in 

the fall of 1903. "Was known as the Murzsteg Program. This 

extended the February Program. The same general ideas were 

included plus the creation of an international gendarmerie 

for Macedonia, and assigned areas of influence to each of the 

Great Powers. The principal points of the scheme V7ere as 

follows: 

1. Austria and Russia had Civil Agents appointed as as
sessors to Hilmi Pasha. 
2. There would be a Gendarmerie staff to represent the 
Great Pov7ers. 
3. There would be rearrangement of areas of Administra
tion on a basis of nationality. 
h. The Judicial Administration would be reorganized. 
5. There v7ould be financial aid to refugees for building 
of houses and churches previously destroyed,^^ 

"The Murzsteg Reform Scheme" in Gooch and Temperley, 
British Documents, V, p, 107. 
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Lansdov7ne had been in favor of this type of planning, 

but had desired to go beyond the realized point. Although he 

had no active part in negotiations, he had hoped for the es

tablishment of a Christian Governor-General and a general am

nesty declared for the Macedonian insurgents. The absence of 

this latter point is perhaps one of the vjeaknesses of the pro

gram. Had it been implemented, the rebellious spirit may have 

died, as exiled leaders came home free men, ' 

On February 25. 190^, a letter was sent from Lord 

Lansdovine to Sir E. Monson, British Ambassador at Paris, which 

stated that as France had agreed to support the Murzsteg agree-

UP, ment, Britain would reaffirm it also.^" A letter had been 

dispatched the day before which explained. British thought 

about the agreement. This V7as from Lansdov7ne to Sir F. Plun-

kett, the British Ambassador at Vienna, 

I said that we had loyally supported the two govern
ments, and used every effort to promote the success of 
their scheme. It seemed to me however that it would be 
dangerous to assume that it V7as certain to succeed. To 
my mind the most important feature V7hich it contained 
was the proposal for the reorganization of the Macedonian 
Gendarmerie. If satisfactory progress could be m.ade with 
this, I thought there was some chance of maintaining 
peace, but I ov7ned that I felt something like despair at 
the slov7 progress which was being achieved, . .There 
V7as a growing feeling of impatience in this country in 
regard to it, and unless V7e ̂ vere soon in a position to 
announce that the re-organization was proceeding we 
should be confronted with an irresistible demand for 
stronger measures. ̂  

^^Ibid. 

LansdovTne to Monson, February 25. 190^, in Gooch 
and Temperley, British Dociments^. V, p. 70. 

^I>ansdowne to Plunkett, February 2^, 190^. Ibid., 
pp. 69-70, 
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In a previous letter to the Ambassador in Turkey, Sir N. R. 

0'Conor. Lansdowne stated that nothing had been done by Tur

key in the way of reform and that more pressure must be ap

plied on the Turkish Government to bring reforms to the trou

bled Macedonia,-^^ 

The efforts to defuse Macedonia and induce Turkey to 

reform represented minor efforts of British Foreign Office 

policy during these years. The policy of official neutrality 

made the task of pressuring Turkey more onerous as the years 

wore on. Lord Grey spoke of Britain's Macedonian negotiations. 

They v:ere intolerably v7earlsome, very disagreeable, 
and painfully futile. V/e took an active part in them, 
but our motive was disinterested, we should have let the 
question alone, . .our activity in protesting against 
Turkish misrule diminished our influence and was there
fore adverse to British Commercial interests in Turkey. 
But humanitarian feeling in Britain and the persisting 
sympathy for Christian populations under Turkish rule 
was so strong that British political and material in
terests were overborne by it. . .Macedonian Reforms 
could be dealt V7lth only in concert with other Pov7ers, 
Not one of them believed that Britain was disinterested. 

Prestige and influence in the Balkans were cardinal 
points of Russian and Austrian policy. . .Both regarded 
our activity as a more or less unreasonable encroachment 
upon a sphere in which they had direct political inter
ests and we had none,^1 

As the British anticipated, the Murzsteg Agreement failed, 

and bloodshed continued on the soil of Macedonia, Austria 

returned to her internal problems and Russia turned to the 

Far East. 

^ Lansdowne to O'Conor, December 2^, 1903. Ibid,, 
pp. 66-67" 

^^Grey, T̂ -7enty-Five Years, pp. I66-I67. 
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It was in the interval between the February and the 

Murzsteg Agreements that a sensational event took place in 

Serbia. A group of officers of the Serbian military murdered 

the King and Queen of that country and announced the instal

lation of a new ruler, Peter Karageorgovlch. When Peter 

Karageorgovich declared himself ruler of Serbia, England ex

pected Austria, Russia, and Germany to recognize him immediately 

This is openly implied in a letter from Lansdov7ne to Sir 

George W. Buchanan, British Consul-General in Bulgaria, dated 

June 15, 1903,^ The British themselves were, hov7ever, in 

no hurry to recognize a government which was composed of 

"murderers ",-53 in fact, Britain was contemplating withdrawal 

of her minister to Serbia. However, the action was delayed 

until June 23. 1903, when official diplomatic relations be

tween the two countries were indefinitely suspended,^^ As 

the murder of King Peter's predecessor had been particularly 

brutal, His Majesty's Government wanted to see the murderers 

severely punished; 

Public, opinion in this country had been deeply moved 
by recent events at Belgrade and it V7as Impossible for 
us at pi-esent to enter into official relations with the 
new Government. I said that I had observed that the 
Russian Goveriiikent had indicated that the authors of 
these oriiiies would be adequately punished. It seemed 
to me that there would be some difficulty in doing this. 
There was: eai impression that some members at least of 
the nev7 Government vrere concerned niore or less directly 

^''lansdowne to Buchanan, June I5, I903, in Gooch and 
Te mpe r1e y, 3r't i s h Do cume n t s, V, p, 128. 

-̂ -'Lansdowne to Bertie, June 17, I9O3. Itid. , p, 130. 

-^ Lansdowne to Bertie, June 23, I903, Ibid. , p. I3-'; , 
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in the murder of the King and Queen,55 

In 1906, Britain demanded the resignation of six of

ficers from the Serbian Cabinet as the price for British re

cognition. The six, according to the British, had been in

volved directly in the assassination plot and had to be pun

ished in accordance with their atrocious act. The King of 

Serbia complied, the six resigned, and Britain recognized 

the Karageorgovich government immediately,^^ 

Although the British objected to the new regime, other 

states were hopeful that the result might be a sv7itch on Ser

bia's part from friendship with Austria to smoother relations 

with Bulgaria. Sure enough, on June 22, I905, free trade be

tween the two was established, leading to the "pig war", in 

which Austria restricted livestock trade V7ith Serbia until 

1910. Friendly relations persisted between Bulgaria and Ser

bia until 1907. v̂'hen the Bulgarian government fell and its 

successor began, to wrangle with its Western neighbor over 

Macedonia again. 

The year I9O8 saw a dynamic change in Turkish poli

tical life, as three decades of misrule by the infamous Ab

dul Hamad TI V7ere ended by revolution. An energetic group 

of young leaders, the "Young Turks", made Abdul Hamid into 

a figurehead and turned their attention to constitutional and 

nat ionsilistic renovation. ̂'̂  To understand these developments. 

55Lansdovme to Scott, June 22, 1903, Ibid.• 

^ Gooch and Temperley, British Documents, p. 25I. 

5fS.E, Ramsaur, Jr., The Young Turks. Prelude to_the 
Rev\2_ll̂ j-̂ p̂  of 1908 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, "1957) , 
p. "147. Hereafter referred to as Ram.saur, Young Tu_rk£. 
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it is necessary to review the background of Turkish history 

for some time back. 

Ever since the aftermath of the Russo-Turkish V/ar, 

the despotic Abdul Hamid had ruled the Ottoman Empire cun

ningly and ruthlessly. In the case of the Balkans, as Seton-

Watson expressed itp 

, . ,Turkey lay for thirty years at the mercy of Abdul 
Hamid, a true Eastern despot, who governed by all the 
rules of murder, massacre, intrigue, and espionage, . , 
not the least odious feature of the Hamidian regime V7as 
the practice of playing off the various Christian races 
against each other and embroiling the various foreign 
states which were interested in their fate.5° 

By the early tv7entiety century Abdul Hamid had been 

requested time and again to undertake reforms in the Balkans, 

and had failed equally often to abide by promises he v7ould 

make. As Britain had led the way in getting him to make these 

promises, his repeated broken v7ord had the effect of diminish

ing her influence in the Near East. Yet neither major Brit

ish party, according to Seton-V/atson, could drop Abdul Hamid 

as hopeless. ̂-̂  

By 1908 , dissatisfaction even among Turks themselves 

reached a climax, and in July, in Macedonia, the anti-Abdul 

Hamid revolt, led by nationalistic army officers, took place. 

The demand put forth by the "Committee of Union and Progress", 

as the rebel group called itself, was for constitutional 

government.^^ 

^^Seton-V/atson, Rise of Nationality, pp. 125-126. 

59lbid., p. 126. 

^ORamsaur, Young Turks, pp. I36-I37, 
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Popular feeling V7as so strong that Abdul had no choice but 

to agree, which he did on July 2^, 1908. The old constitu

tion that he had destroyed in 1878 was once again revived in 

word, but in fact the Sultan ignored his promises and brought 

on a counter-revolution to back his position in April, I909. 

It was soon after this that the Young Turks reorganized and 

took over the reins from Abdul, placing his brother Mohammed V, 

in charge, with the I876 constitution definitely to be imple

mented, 

Nev7S of what had happened aroused keen interest in 

England. Many termed the move "a diplomatic miracle", while 

others felt that the revolt had brought the Macedonian mud

dle to a permanent standstill. At first it seemed that the 

supposed miracle of Turkish liberalization had really hap

pened and might make the job of keeping the "status quo" much 

easier for the governments of Russia and Austrla-Hungary.̂ -'-

The feelings of the time are ably expressed by Seton-Watson: 

The first shock of surprise was followed by an ill-
considered enthusiasm in V/estern Europe. . .What so ut
terly misled the West was the revival of the Turkish 
Constitution of I876 and the fresh emphasis laid upon its 
main provisions---crude, ill-digested, doctrinaire pro
nouncements, transplanted, to use a geographical .ex
pression, from the temperate to the torrid zone.^^ 

Initial British official reaction V7as one of compara

tive joy at the possibility that the Macedonian situation 

^-^Ferdinand Schevill. The History of the Balkan Penin
sula (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1922, 1933 5, p. ̂ 52, 
Hereafter referred to as Schevill, History of Balkan Peninsula. 

"^Seton-V/atson, The Rise of .Nationality. pp. I35-I36. 
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might be at least temporarily improved. The Government felt 

obligated to congratulate the Young Turks on the success of 

their revolt. The annual report on Turkey for I908 said: 

His Majesty's Charge d'Affaires was immediately in
structed to offer to the grand vizier the congratulations 
of His Majesty's Government, and he told his Highness that 
the promulgation of the Constitution had called forth the 
warmest sympathy in England. His Majesty's Charge d'Af
faires was instructed to add that such action as His Mia-
jesty's Government had from time to time taken V7ith re
gard to the state of affairs in. . .Macedonia, had been 
inspired solely with a view to obtaining an amelioration 
in the government of those districts affected by our 
Treaty obligations, but had never been marked by any 
hostility towards Turkey. An assurance V7as given that 
His Majesty's Government desired to do nothing to em
barrass the Turkish Government in those difficult mo
ments,"3 

An indication of the early unofficial favorable re-

action to the Young Turk Revolution may be gathered from. 

the following passage from the Times: 

After its rem.arkable initial successes, it V7as almost per
missible to hope that the com.mittee of Union and Progress, 
profiting by the lessons of history, v7ould abstain from 
the errors which have disfigured the policy of other suc
cessful revolutionaries. . .it has shown tact and firm
ness in dealing ivlth the recent. . .troubles, it has used 
every effort to maintain public order in the .areas under 
its control, and has done its utmost to avoid hurting the 
susceptibilities of foreign Powers. The integrity and 
courage shown by its members have won the. admiration of 
all foreign observers of the revolution. 

Sad to relate, in no time the revived constitution 

became a dead letter. The Young Turks embarked upon an Ot-

tomanization program vrhich was intended to Turkify the people 

of the Balkan peninsula, and V/estern opinion ŵ as disappointed 

-̂ "Annual Report for Turkey (I908)" in Gooch and Tem
perley, British Docu;n_ent_5. V, p. 251. 

'̂̂ The Times (London), September 9, 1908, p. 7. 
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again. Previous policies of voluntary conscription for mili

tary service, particularly in Albania, were ignored and taxes 

were levied for all to pay. Officially, two programs V7ere 

promulgated: 1. Extension of compulsory military service to 

Christians and Jews. 2. Attempts to impose taxation on the 

whole empire, cancelling all previous immunities,"^ As one 

observer put it. 

. . .In this mock charter of Turkish liberties tv7o clauses 
stand out pre-eminent. Paragraph 8 declares that "all 
subjects of the Empire are called Ottomans, vihatever re
ligion (Millit) they m.ay profess," Paragraph 17 runs as 
follows:--"All Ottomans are equal before the law. They 
have the same rights and the same duties towards the 
country, v7ithout prejudice in religious matters." It is 
characteristic that in neither clause is any reference 
made to nationality. Such doctrines overthrew by a 
stroke of the pen the fundamental principles of Ottoman 
government; indeed they present a negation of the whole 
past history of Turkey and are incompatible ŵ ith Islam 
itself. It ought to have been obvious from the first 
that such theories either would not be made effective in 
Turkey or would involve the destruction of the religious 
and social foundations of Islam and the Mohammedan v7orld. 
. ,The Ottoman Constitution V7as from the very first a 
barren farce."^ 

The Balkan peoples soon grew restless once more, as 

the Young Turks' Ottomanization policy rapidly became clearer, 

Albania, especially, felt the pressure of the Young Turks' 

nationalistic zeal. Conditions in the Balkans soon were as 

bad, if not worse, than they had been before."7 The people, 

in desperation at ever securing remedy from Turkey, resorted 

to violence deliberately, with the intention of thus calling 

Seton-Watson, Rise of Nationality, pp. 137-138. 

Seton-Watson, Rise of Nationality, pp. I35-I36. 

^^schevill. History of Balkan Penin-̂ oAla. p. 'i-62. 
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the attention of Western Europeans to their plight by this 

expedient. But, as the Times correspondent to Sofia noted, 

this particular tactic was bound to alienate, not attract, 

a favorable public opinion in England, 

Meanwhile, the Young Turks' chauvinism led to two vi

tally important happenings in our story. First, Bulgaria de

clared her complete independence of any semblance of Turkish 

control. Secondly, Austria-Hungary announced the formal an

nexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina,"^ 

The proclamation of independence by Bulgaria on Octo

ber 5. 1908 V7as not a surprise to most of the Powers, because 

rumours had been circulating in diplomatic arenas for days be-

70 
fore the actual event took place.' In fact, Britain had noti
fied Sir F, Bertie, her ambassador to France, that: 

You should inform Government to vjhich you are accred
ited that His Majesty's Government are much impressed by 
the current rumours that the Bulgarian Government are 
seriously contemplating a declaration of Bulgarian inde
pendence in the near future. . .You should urge the 
Government to give immediate insturctions to their re
presentative at Sofia to strongly deprecate any step of 
this kind.71 

Similar instructions were given to Sir W. E, Goschen, British 

Ambassador to Austria, with extra emphasis on the plea that 

the government "use all their influence with the Prince of 

^^The Times (London), October 27. 1910, p. 5 

^Schevill, History of Balkan Peninsula, p. ̂ 55. 

'''The full declaration of independence in recorded 
in The Times (London), October 6, I9O8, p. 6. 

'̂ '̂ Grey to Bertie, October 2, I9O8, in Gooch and Tem-̂  
perley, Br111sh Documents, V, p. 373• 
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Bulgaria to discountenance the idea."*̂ ^ 

There V7as som.e doubt concerning Austrian implication 

in the affair. Baron Lexa Von Aehrenthal, the Austrian For

eign Minister, had declared only a few days previous to the 

Bulgarian declaration of independence that he knew nothing of 

an approaching declaration from Bulgaria. Russia thought 

that he knew, but Sir Fairfax Cartwright, in a letter from 

Vienna to Sir Charles Hardinge, Permanent Under-Secretary of 

State for Foreign Affairs, stated: 

It has always seemed to me incredible that Aehrenthal, 
who is no fool, should have declared positively to a for
eign Ambassador (Italian) that he did not believe in a 
Bulgarian proclamation of independence if he knev7 it 
would take place in a few days time.'3 

The question of Austria's foreknowledge of Bulgaria's inten

tions quickly became an important issue, as Russia contem.plated 

her own position with regard to Austria. Britain, for the 

time being, believed that Aehrenthal actually did not expect 

the declaration at the time that it came. Evidently, Bulgaria's 

haste in declaring independence V7as precipitated by a railway 

strike in that country. The Pov7ers V7anted the strike ended 

before it caused a civil war and V7ere applying pressure on 

Turkey to stop it. Thinking that Turkey v7ould leave her alone 

if she declared independence, Bulgaria made her declaration. 

Aehrenthal wanted Bulgaria to do so, but supposedly at a la

ter date, in order to cover up his Bosnian movements. The 

"̂ Ĝrey to Goschen, October 2, 1908. Ibid. , p. 373o 

'''3cartv7right to Hardinge, July 9, I909, Ibid. . IX, 
pp. 21-22, 
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sudden Bulgarian declaration caught even him by surprise,' 

Russian hatred for Austria grew because of her suspicions of 

Austrian implication. 

The Bulgarian declaration of independence aroused 

fears in diplomatic circles of further unexpected developments. 

England, one of the first to comment, stated bluntly that the 

"feeling here is that the new regime in Turkey has been badly 

treated. "75 sir Edv7ard Grey wrote to Sir George V/. Buchanan, 

British Agent and Consul-General in Bulgaria, that: 

You should inform Bulgarian Government that His Majesty's 
Government. . .are unable to approve of the proclamation 
of Bulgarian Independence. We cannot admit the right of 
any Povjer to alter an international Treaty (I876) without 
the consent of the contracting parties. His Majesty's 
Government cannot therefore recognize V7hat has been done 
till the views of the other Powers are known, especially 
of Turkey, who is more concerned than anyone else,7o 

Turkey decidedly did not appreciate Bulgaria's act, 

and emphatically refused to recognize her independence. 

It was at this time that Russia stepped in to "arbi

trate" the dispute, providing the solution that eased the 

situation. She convinced Turkey that the declaration vrould 

never be rescinded and therefore Turkey should drop the mat

ter, trying not to lose her prestige. By February, 1909. 

Great Britain's diplom.atic agent to Bulgaria, Sir George Bu

chanan, knowing of Russia's intercession, let Bulgaria 

knov7 that she could, after all, expect Britain's recognition 

"̂  The Times (London), October 6, I9O8, p. 5. 

"̂ Îbid. 

"̂ "Grey to Buchanan, October 6, I9O8, in Gooch and 
Temperley, British Documents, V, p-. 398, 
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of her independence as soon as she secured Turkey's recog

nition and other interested parties agreed."̂ "̂  Russia sug

gested to the Young Turk Government that it demand compen

sation for the loss of land and, in that way, retain some 

prestige in the Balkans. This Turkey did, demanding pay

ment far above the price Bulgaria was prepared to pay to 

avoid possible conflict. Russia, observing the resultant 

deadlock, stepped in and magnanimously paid the difference 

between the Ottoman dem.and and the Bulgarian offer. Money 

was not involved, because Turkey still ovjed a war debt to 

Russia from I878, so Russia kindly "forgot" a part of the 

debt in mediating between the two countries. Russia's in

tervention succeeded in pacifying both sides and, in April, 

1909. the treaty was signed by which the Sultan recognized 

the full sovereign status of Bulgaria."^^ Another crisis had 

been averted by diplomatic negotiation, and Europe and Eng

land breathed a sigh of relief. 

The immediately subsequent annexation of Bosnia-

Herzegovina by Austria created a greater em.ergency. To un

derstand the whole scope of the international problem created 

by the Austrian action, we must go back first to the year of 

1906 and then to the summer preceding Austria's October 6, 

move, 

Alexander Izvolsky took over the Russian Foreign 

77The Times (London), February 24, I909, p. 5. 

"^^Schevill, History of Balkan Peninsula, p. l^^6. 
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Office in I906, which ŵ as the same year Aehrenthal took over 

the corresponding office in Austria. Izvolsky proposed to 

the Russian Council of Ministers that an Anglo-Russian mili

tary action against Turkey might have "dazzling results." 

The ministers turned the proposal down because they had not 

yet recovered from the losses of the Russo-Japanese vjar of 

190î '-06,'̂ '̂  This suggestion V7as an early example of a habit 

that Izvolsky displayed of dashing headlong into situations. 

This trait led him to turn to Aehrenthal, his counterpart 

in Austria, with the suggestion that they reach an accord on 

the Straits problem, which had been an acute issue for Russia 

since she had been excluded from the Bosphorus by the terms 

of the Treaty of Berlin, 

Russia wished to send her naval vessels freely 

through the Turkish-controlled Straits," This may have 

been reasonable, but Russia wanted only her ships to be al-

lov7ed reentrance into the Black Sea through the Straits. 

This would leave other Powers completely at the mercy of a 

power which could venture out, attack, and re-enter an area 

illegal to any other armed vessel. To grant such a request 
O-i 

was unthinkable for Britain, always about naval affairs. 

Russia tried in 1907 to get England to agree to her desire, 

but to no avail. This I908 attempt V7as the second in the 

79 

Ibid. 

Stavrianos, Balkans, p. 529. 

80 

81 Grey of Fallodon, Twenty-Five Years, p. 172. 
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century, and still again, in 1911, she would try. All ef

forts failed. Austria knew that England would never allow 

Russia to have her way on this issue. Thus, when Russia 

approached her in I9O8 with regard to this Impossible hope, 

Austria was happy to reach a secret agreement which she knew 

could only work to her advantage. 

Izvolsky and Aehrenthal communicated with each other 

during the early part of the summer of I908 and finally agreed 

to meet at Buchlau, Aehrenthal's private estate, to discuss 

terms of agreement on several questions. • During these talks, 

Izvolsky agreed to Austria's desire for annexation of Bosnia-

Herzegovina, in exchange for Austrian backing of Russia in 

the Straits issue. The accord was all to Izvolsky's liking, 

and he left on a diplomatic mission to the capitals of the 

other Powers to try to get their approval of Russia's plan 

for the Straits. Before Izvolsky knew what was happening, 

Austria-Hungary announced the annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina 

on October 6, 1908,^^ 

As stated in the Treaty of I878, Austria was to "occupy 

and administer" Bosnia-Herzegovina and, to this time, had done 

a commiendable job therein. While Turkey V7as retaining nomi

nal sovereignty in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Austria-Hungary had 

^^Stavrianos, Balkans, pp. 528-̂ 529. For general Bal
kan situation, see Arthur J. May, "Trans-Balkan Railway Schemes," 
Journal of Modern History, XXIV (December, 1952), pp. 352-367, 
For relationship between Bosnia-Herzegovina, the Sandjak of 
Novibazar, and Austria, see Arthur J. May, "The Sandjak of 
Novibazar Hallway Project," Journal of Modern History. X 
(December, 1938), pp. ^96-527. 
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raised the standards of living, introduced justice, and built 

transportation facilities, though she had not won over the 

hearts of the population. No self-government was allowed, 

for the people V7ere not ready and the religious differences 

betv7een the Moslems and the Christians were intense. 3 

As the Great Pov7ers, Russia excepted, regarded Bosnia-

Herzegovina as Austria's for all practical purposes, all V7ere 

surprised at Austria's act. V/hy should she bother to annex 

Bosnia-Herzegovina formally? L. S, Stavrianos, a noted Bal

kan historian, has claimed: 

Aehrenthal's aims were to score a personal triumph 
by the annexation and end forever all expansionist dream.s 
of Serbia. Also, he thought of partitioning Serbia with 
Bulgaria. In words of his ov/n, Aehrenthal stated, "V/e 
would then have an independent Albania under our aegis, 
a Montenegro dependent upon our good V7ill, and a Greater 
Bulgaria bound to'us by gratitude,""^ 

Such dangerous ambitions as these could not possibly be 

countenanced, if southeastern Europe V7ere to have any pros

pect of peace, 

Britain officially learned of the annexation by note, 

delivered by the Austrian Charge d'Affaires on October 7, 

1908.^ At first the English government felt that, as a matter 

of courtesy, the old Emperor Francis Joseph should have informed 
.ii^M 

- ^3schevill. History of Balkan Peninsula, p, ̂ 56; The 
Times (London), October 8, I908, p. 5, 

Stavrianos, Balkans, pp, 528-529. For a probably 
unwarranted defense of Aehrenthal, see Roy Temple House, "Graf 
von Aehrenthal and the Rise of Austria'\ South Atlantic Quarterly, 
XI (October, 1912), pp. 307-310. 

^For the text of the Austria-Hungarian note to Bosnia-
Herzegovina, see The Times (London), October 7. 1908, p. ?. 
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King Edward VII of Austria-Hungary's plans two months earlier 

when the two monarchs had met, but actually this would have 

been impossible, as Austria-Hungary had not at that time de-
R6 cided on her move. 

Britain's response then became one of stating that the move 

constituted a violation of an international treaty,""̂  A 

telegram V7as received on the same date from the Montenegrin 

Minister for Foreign Affairs telling of the annexation and 

asking for the thoughts of His Majesty's Government on the 

subject. To this the British replied: 

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your 
telegram of the 7th instant and to inform you that His 
Majesty's Government also regard the annexation of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina as a violation of the treaty of Berlin 
and cannot admit the right of any Power to alter an in
ternational treaty without the consent of the contracting 
parties,"" 

In a speech at V/ooler, Earl Grey amplified this statem.ent: 

. . .We cannot recognize the right of any pov7er or state 
to alter an international treaty without the consent of 
the other parties to it. We cannot ourselves recognize 
the result of any such action, till the other powers 
have been consulted, including, especially in this case, 
Turkey. . .it V7ould be desirable to lose no time in as
suring Turkey that, in any revision of the Treaty of 
Berlin V7hich frees other Powers or States such as Austria 
and Bulgaria from particular obligations, the interests 
and status of Turkey will receive full consideration and 
be adequately safeguarded,"^ 

Britain held this position until Turkey recognized the annex

ation in the spring of I909. V/hen the country most directly 

86 The Times (London), October 8, 1908, p. 5. 

^^Grey to Lowther, October 9. 1908, in Gooch and Tem
perley, British Documents, V, p. 4l8. 

"°Grey to Montenegrin Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
October 9. 1908. Ibid. 

^^The Times (London), October 8, I9O8, p. 10, 
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concerned gave her consent, then England, as in the Bulgarian 

independence declaration, decided that, after all, the 1878 
go 

Treaty obligations should be overlooked.^ 

Russia, as well as Serbia, held strong views on the 

subject of the Bosnia-Herzegovina annexation. Izvolsky V7as 

not long in airing the grievances he felt he had against Aehren

thal. Certainly he had agreed with Aehrenthal not to oppose 

the Austrian move, but Aehrenthal had surprised him with the 

suddenness of his action, giving him no time to communicate 

V7ith the other powers. Grey, V7riting to Nicolson, imparted 

Izvolsky's feelings, after a conference with that worthy in 

London: 

. . .he (Izvolsky) spoke very frankly of Baron d'Aehren
thal as being tortuous and insincere and always wishing 
to compromise the person with v7hom he V7as dealing. It 
was not true that he (iLVolsky) had given his consent 
in advance to what Austria had done about Bosnia. He 
had simply exchanged views, and had intended to discuss 
in Paris and London, afterwards, the possibility of the 
the annexation of Bosnia by Austria and the consequences 
of such an eventuality. Meanwhile, this had been sprung 
on hira,° 

As Izvolsky briefly found his job threatened by his diplomatic 

defeat, to protect himself, he began to push Serbia's demands 

for part of the annexed Bosnia-Herzegovina as compensation. 

Very quietly, hov7ever, he approached Aehrenthal with a pro

posed conference to discuss developments concerning the whole 

affair. Aehrenthal refused, saying that discussion would avail 

^^Grey, Tv7enty-Five _Year^, p. 169. 

"̂̂ Grey to Nicolson, October l4, 1908, in Gooch and 
Temperley, British Documents. V, p. 442, 
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nothing,-^ Izvolsky's and Russia's consequent bitterness V7as 

an important consideration in keeping the Balkan situation un

settled right dovTn to the outbreak of World War I, 

Serbia had picked up rumors of what V7as about to oc

cur just before the annexation. At that time her initial re

action to the news was one of shock and frustration, because 

she had always considered Bosnia-Herzegovina to be her own 

heritage. Seeing that it would be impossible for a small 

state like herself to hold Austria-Hungary back, she appealed 

to the pov;ers to maintain the "status quo". The powers V7ere 

hesitant to condemn Austria's action, for she V7as backed by 

Germany and no one V7anted to cause tension betvjeen the al

liances that might lead to conflict, 
Serbia's attitude soon became increasingly embittered. 

Britain feared the consequences, for: 

The Foreign Minister, Milovanovich, went so far as 
to say to the British minister in Belgrade that many 
Serbians "now were of the opinion that a V7arlike adven
ture, even with the certainty of defeat, viould not place 
the country in any V7orse position, from the national 
point of view, than it would be if finally deprived of 
all hope of development,93 

The Times correspondent in Serbia, substantiating the Foreign 

Office's view, noted the warlike pitch to V7hich the country 

V7as temporarily aroused, when he remarked that 

The Charge d'Affaires (Serbian) made a statement to 
Reuter's representative on the subject of the Austrian 
annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. He said: 

'Austria has cynically thrown a bomb into the powder 

92 Stavrianos, Balkans, p. 529, 

^^Ibid., p. 530. 
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magazine of Europe, and it is impossible to foretell to 
what the indignation of the Servians may not lead them. 
In Servia the matter is one of life or death. To explain 
the indignation in my country it is necessary to point 
out that the majority of the population V7hlch V7ill now 
pass under Austrian rule is Servian, and the national 
feellnp-s of Servians, be. they Orthodox or Musulman, are 
very strong indeed. . ."^ 

Though Russia sought to support the Serbian Govern

ment in its indignant reaction to the Hapsburg action, it 

soon became apparent to her that Austria would not back down. 

In Austria-Hungary, on the other hand, there was a feeling, 

even as signs appeared that Russia would have to give way, 

that the day would come in the not distant future V7hen the 

two ŵ ould come to blov7S over their Balkan rivalry.95 AS for 

Russia, she began to look for a diplomatic facesaver to her 

embarrassing position because she positively was not ready 

for a conflict with Austria-Hungary, much less an Austria-

Hungary backed by Germany. As Germany insisted that Russia 

flatly accept or reject the annexation, Russia found herself 

compelled to answer in the affirmative in March, a month af

ter Turkey did so. As the Times' Belgrade correspondent ob

served, the intensity of the Serbs' disappointment with the 

Russians at this moment could hardly be imagined,^" This 

left Serbia alone. All she could do V7as back down. By first 

backing Serbia and then leaving her in the lurch, Russia 

^ The Times (London), October 7, 1908, p. 7. 

^^The Times (London), Novem.ber 3, 1908, p, 5, 

^^The Times (London), March 1. 1909, p. 7. 
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97 temporarily considerably injured her standing with the Serbs. 

Izvolsky's policies were continuing to confuse issues and bring 
98 

on crisis after crisis which other powers had to iron out. 

The extent of Serbia's hatred of Austria may be gathered 

from the following: 
The Austrian minister in Belgrade reported as early 

as April 3, 1909. that the 'Serbian government will be 
cautious for some time. But the hatred against us and 
"Russian hypnotism" are too strong for me to have any 
great hopes for a satisfactory development of her rela
tions with us. Everyone here thinks of revenge, Vv̂ hich gg 
is to be realized only with the help of the Russians. . ^^ 

Thus, in addition to Russia's enmity tov7ard Austria, there 

existed, from this time on, an even greater hatred of the 

Hapsburg state. It is no wonder that World War I began V7ith 

a Serb killing the heir to the Austrian throne, follov7ed by 

a Serbo-Austrian conflict, in which Russia backed Serbia 

fully. 

Public opinion in England tended to see the vrhole 

affair primarily from a pro-Serbo-Russian viev7point. As the 

Spectator put it: 

It is curious to note how little attention is at 
present being paid to the influence of the Slavonic 
question of the future development of the Slavs, . .Not 
only is the population of Bosnia-Herzegovina deeply 
moved, but Serbia and Montenegro have been driven to 
adopt an attitude of anger and suspicion. . .Next, she 
(Austria) has touched Russia at a very vital point and 
given that Pov7er grave reason for an enmity which cannot 

The Times (London), March 2, 1909. P. 5 clarifies 
the issue with a short interview with King Peter in Belgrade 

^ Stavrianos, Balkans, pp. 63O-53I, 

"Quote from the Forgach Report of April 3, 1909, as 
recorded in Osterreich-Ungarns Aussenpolitlk, and quoted in 
Stavrianos. Balkans, p. 531. 
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but be a source of anxiety. The most remarkable fact about 
Russia has been the re-av7akening of Pan-Slavonic feeling. 
Russia is once more getting back into the position of the 
champion of the Slav races, and therefore has been greatly 
stirred by the action of Austria-Hungary. In a word, Aw^-
tria has set the whole Slavonic world by the ears. . , 

Officially, Britain as usual stayed neutral in this 

crisis. As Schevill, the Balkan historian, has explained: 

It was a bitterly tense season, the winter of 1908-O9, 
but in the end war was avoided. Great Britain, not yet 

- firmly wedded to the Entente and doubtful of the wisdom 
of involving herself in an issue so far from her shores, 
gradually V7ithdrev7 her support from Serbia. When France 
follovjed Great Britain's lead Russia, left alone, continued 
for some time to hesitate in view of the loss of Balkan 
prestige that her abandonment of Servia would be sure to 
occasion. In March, I909. a German note delivered at St. 
Petersburg, announcing German support of Austria in every 
eventuality, decided the issue, and reluctantly the Rus
sian foreign office advised Serbia to accept the accomp
lished fact. Troubled Europe heaved a sigh of relief; 
the crisis had passed.101 

Sir Edward Grey explained it even more concisely: 

To us the territorial changes were indifferent: it 
mattered not to us that Austria should annex instead of 
merely occupying Bosnia and Herzegovina; but, besides 
sympathy with the new hope in Turkey, v;e felt that the 
arbitrary alteration of a European treaty by one Pov7er 
without the consent of the other Powers who V7ere parties 
to it struck at the root of all good international order. 
We therefore took a very firm stand on principle, and 
said that though our interests were not involved, V7e V70uld 
not recognize Austria's action and the charge she had 
made, until all the other Powers, who were parties to 
the treaty, were ready to do so.10^ 

The Bosnian Crisis, as it came to be knovTn, was V7ith-

out doubt the most serious of the decade in the Balkans, with 

all sides narrowly averting abandonment of diplomatic negotiations 

Postgate and Vallance, England Goes to Press, pp. 242-243 
^ 

•̂ °-̂ -:Schevill, History of Balkan Peninsula, pp. 461-462. 

•̂ ^̂ Grey, Twenty-Five_ Year;s , p. I69. 
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in favor of firearms. 

To conclude: 

It is clear in retrospect that the Bosnian crisis had 
most unfortunate consequences in the Balkans. It poisoned 
Austro-Serbian relations to the point V7here a peaceful 
settlement became virtually impossible. 

The crisis also ended the Austro-Russian cooperation, 
which for some years had preserved a measure of balance 
in the Balkans. In place of cooperation the tv70 pov7ers 
henceforth engaged in what proved to be a mortal duel for 
influence in the peninsula. Russian diplomats worked en
ergetically to organize a Balkan League V7hich V70uld serve 
as a barrier against Austria. Such a league was in fact 
founded in the spring of 1912. Thus the Balkan League 
and the Balkan Wars that followed may be said to stem 
directly from the crisis over Bosnia-Herzegovina. On 
October 2, 1912, V7hen the Balkan V/ars V7ere about to be
gin. Count Berchtold, the Austrian foreign minister who 
succeeded Aehrenthal, wrote, "We delude ourselves if we 
do not face the fact that our procedure in annexing 
Bosnia and Herzegovina gave the first Impetus to the 
Balkan League. . ."103 

The greatest crisis of the first decade had passed, but it 

left a lasting effect. 

Other than acute awareness of diplomatic danger, there 

was little that the British Foreign Office could show for its 

hands-off Balkan role during the early years of the century. 

The crisis of the fall of 1908, particularly, made obvious 

that the Balkan peninsula might easily become the fuse by vrhich 

a great war could explode. Yet, Britain's tendency not to 

commit herself firmly in secondary areas of conflict, even at 

a time V7hen she was reaching out into newly-shaped alliance 

combinations, plus difficulty in getting to the root of Balkan 

problems and intrigues, left her only with a mixture of unease 

and frustration at the European world in which she found herself 

103 stavrianos, Balkans, p. 531. 



CHAPTER III 

BALKAN ENTENTE 

In the first eleven years of the twentieth century, 

a virulent rising of national feeling engulfed the Balkan 

peoples. The nationalism spilled forth in the form of twin 

hatreds. First, we have seen, in the case of Serbia in 1908, 

intense hatred existed toward Austria-Hungary and her designs 

on Balkan territory to the south of her borders, and second, 

there was hatred for Turkey, which had been master of the 

Christian races in the peninsula for centuries. 

If either or both enemies were to be dealt vrith, the 

several Balkan peoples badly needed a unity among themselves. 

Without unity, there V7as no hope that their voices would be 

heard among the larger states, because they were too small 

to be feared. Bulgaria and Serbia, because of their size, 

were the two leaders of Balkan nationalistic feeling. Hov7-

ever, the two seemed unable to reach an agreement. Since they 

had been unable to achieve accord down to I9IO-II, there 

seemed little possibility that such would be achieved in the 

near future. 

Outside encouragement of a Serbo-Bulgarlan understand

ing began to come from Russia, after Austria-Hungary's I908 

annexation, of Bosnia-Herzegovina. As Russia saw it, a Balkan 

alliance under her own watchful eye would check Austria, which 
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perhaps desired more territory to her south. 

The Balkan peoples' hatred of Turkey was a very old 

problem, older than the Austro-Hungarian question, but it 

had not in the immediate past attracted quite as much atten

tion until Turkey's mishandling of Macedonia from I903 on. 

This issue gave the Balkan countries a center of focus against 

Turkey around which to begin to group themselves. 

When the possibility of a Balkan alliance began to 

take shape. Great Britain's attitude V7as unofficially to give 

slight encouragement as a means of checking Austria. V/hen 

the alliances first were form.ed, it appeared to His Majesty's 

Government that Balkan affairs might gradually get better by 

means of a united front in the area. When the alliances 

quickly turned against Turkey, Britain desired arbitration, 

still unofficially, but V7ar began before anything could be 

done, 

Three important matters which contributed to the gene

ral feeling of restlessness in the Balkan states need to be 

touched upon before turning to the formation of the alliances. 

The first was enmity betv7een Italy and Turkey, as it affected 

the Balkans; second V7as the aforemez'itioned Turkish handling 

of the Macedonian situation; third was Austrian maneuvering 

and intriguing in the Sandjak of Novibazar. 

Ill feeling had been brewing between Italy and Turkey 

for years over Tripoli, which Italy sought to claim as her 

heritage. As diplomacy had long failed to resolve the Turco-

Italian differences, war broke out in September, I9II. The 
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excuse of mistreatment of Italian business interests and na

tionals at Tripoli provided the opportunity for Italian 

troops to move, after Italy's ultimatum of September 26, I9II. 

When Italian troops appeared in Tripoli, a war lasting about 

a year got under V7ay. During this interval Turkey V7as far 

too busy to observe developments in the Balkans. 

V/ith Turkey's eyes off the peninsula for a moment, 

the Balkan states found their opportunity to act v7ithout dan

ger of instant Turkish intervention. Montenegro urged imme

diate mobilization against Turkey, hoping to throv7 off the 

last vestige of Turkish rule in the peninsula. However, 

Serbia and Greece vjere not ready because their arm.aments were 

not complete. While nothing came of Montenegro's initiative, 

it showed hov7 the V7inds were blov7lng. It took only a year 

105 

for the others to be willing to act with her. 

The second issue that enflamed Balkan feeling V7as 

Turkey's use of terror in Macedonia in order to bring rebel

lious bands there back under firm Moslem control. This had 

been the case to a limited extent, from the early days of the 

twentieth century, but atrocities on a grand scale broke 

out in the summer of 1910 as the several band.'j began to be

come more and more uncontrollable. Thoughts of a Balkan 

League remained nebulous until the summer of that year, V7hen 

^^^Ibertini, Origins, pp. 340-3^^4. 

^^^Seton-Watson, Rise of Nationality, pp. 154-155, 

"̂^ N, Dwight Harris, "Macedonian Question and tVie 
Balkan War," Amer 1 can Politiĉ _A"_L-_Qg:Q -̂'-vî li. VII (May, I9I3), 
pp. 197-216. 
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the Christian populations of surrounding Balkan lands could 

107 

remain silent no longer, Serbia and Bulgaria, still con

sidering Macedonia as their property, V7ere incensed that the 

populace was treated so badly. Their protests, vocal at first, 

did very little good, and the terror continued,-^^ As I9II 

ended and I912 began, the terror reached a climax. Massacres 

were becoming the rule of the day and the friends of the Chris

tian peoples in Macedonia became more and more V7eary of beg

ging Turkey to ease up. Talk of alliance became more and more 

prevalent. Turkey seemed, indeed, consciously desirous of 

worsening relations with the Balkan states. Seton-Watson ex

plained Turkish motives this way: 
They (Turkish statesmen) realized that the policy of 

Turkification on Tr7hich they were firmly resolved V7as 
wholly incompatible V7ith cordial relations tovjard the 
Christian Balkan states; and arrogantly regarding a rup
ture as not only inevitable but desirable, they endeavored 
to SOV7 discord among the rival races, and to play off one 
against the other,1^^ 

Approximately at this same time, the Balkan hornet's 

nest was further stirred by Austrian maneuvering in the Novi

bazar area. It will be recalled that the Treaty of Berlin 

had given her military and economic privileges there. For 

many years she had not chosen to pursue her potential. Be

ginning to give thought around I9IO to the possibility of ac

quiring a V7arra water Aegean port at Salonika, the Austrian 

government bethought itself of the Novibazar Valley as the 

•̂ -̂ '̂ The Times (London), November 3, I9IO, p. 5. 

-̂^ The Times (London), December 3. 1910, p. 7. 

^^^Seton-Watson, Rise of Nationality, p. I50. 
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route thereto.-^^ Thus Austria-Hungary let the rumor be 

spread that she might annex the area, as she had Bosnia-

Herzegovina. The Balkan states, particularly Serbia and 

Montenegro, instantly were aroused, as this might give Aus

tria yet another strip of the peninsula, and would permanently 

separate two of the states, making alliance among them that 

Til 

much more difficult. 

Given this, situation, Russia began to seek the ini

tiative in the Balkans. Izvolsky, never able to regain the 

standing he had lost in the Bosnian affair, resigned as For

eign Minister, accepting the post of ambassador to France 

instead. 

Sazonov, who had previously been Councillor of the 

Russian Embassy in London, Agent to the Vatican, and, in 

I909-IO, Acting Foreign Minister, took over the vacated post 
"112 of Foreign Minister. Sazonov determined to bring about 

a Balkan accord, an idea that Izvolsky had earlier sought to 

promote. The new Foreign Minister felt that an alliance must 

begin V7lth a Bulgarian-Serbian understanding, with Russia as 

instigator. Then this could be broadened into a secret agreement 

1-̂ Ô ^̂ ĵ P̂ j^ May, "Trans-Balkan Rallv7ay Schemes," 
Journalof Modern Hist̂ or;̂ , XXIV (December, 1952), pp. 352-367. 

•̂ •̂ •''Arthur J. May, "The Sanjak of Novibazar Railway 
Project," JoiirnaJ_oJl_Amerlcan History, X (Decenber, 1938) 
pp. 496-527. 

112 
Gooch and Temperley, British Documents, IX, p. 8l4. 
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inclusive of Montenegro and Greece. ^ Over in Austria, 

Aehrenthal felt that any Bulgarian-Serbian accord V7as un

likely, but should it materialize, mischief would be bound 

+. ^ Ti 1 1 ^ to follow, 

Sazonov, then, began to exaggerate the dangers of 

Austrian designs in his contacts with the Serbs.•'""̂ ^ The 

Russians' dislike for Aehrenthal further motivated their 

intrigues : 

. . .it is almost impossible for us Russians to have 
any dealings with that man (Aehrenthal), He will always 
prove false to his engagements, he has alv7ays deceived-,-,̂  
us. If he should go, something might perhaps be done. 

From the fall of I9II on, Russia used her influence 

to hasten the formulation of a Balkan entente. Russia pur

sued three tactics in striving to gain a preponderate posi

tion in the Balkans: First, she tried renewed moves to open 

the Straits for Russian ships; Secondly, M. Charykov, Rus

sian Ambassador at Constantinople sought, on his own, to 
•j -J 7 

form a Balkan League which would include Turkey; ' Thirdly, 

N. Hartwig, Russian Minister at Belgrade, and Nekliudov in 

Belgrade and Sofia, began to work on the Serbian and Bulgarian 

•̂  -̂ H. J. O'Beirne, Councillor of Embassy at St, Peters
burg, to Grey, September 26, I9IO, Ibid., p. 213. Also The 
Times (London), June 11, 1913. P» 7. 

-̂ •̂ Ĉartwright to Grey, February 4, I9IO, Ibid. , p, II5, 
Also The Times (London). June 4, I913. 

-̂ -'•̂ O'Beirne to Grey, October 20, I9IO. Ibid. , p. 224. 

•̂ •̂ Ĉartwright to Grey, October 22, I9IO. Ibid., pp. 
237-239. 

-̂ •̂ "̂ The Times (London), March 2, I9IO, p. 5. 
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governments to form an understanding. While the first two 

maneuvers came to nought, the third succeeded. 

As part of Russia's efforts to bring Bulgaria and 

Serbia together, in August, I91I rumors that Russian and Bul

garian officials were striving for a military convention were 

rampant. As such an understanding V7as bound to heighten ten

sions, the other powers frov7ned on any agreements. Three 

months after the first report of the attempts to form a con

vention, Lt. Colonel Lyon, Military Attache at the British 

Legation at Bucharest, Sofia, Belgrade, and Athens, stated 

to Bax-Ironside that he could find no real evidence of such 

4-. 4-. 118 negotiations, 

Thus, the rumor of a military convention between 

Russia and Bulgaria amounted to very little. The reason was 

that Bulgaria was somev7hat wary of Russia because of her 

policy of seeking the opening of the Straits. 

During the months of I9II. particularly the last 

quarter, the Russian Government made another attempt to realize 

her dream of opening the Straits of Bosporus. This was the 

last time that Russia was to bring up the subject before the 

Balkan wars. She, like Serbia and Montenegro, hoped to take 

advantage of Turkey's tangle with Italy. However, this 

frightened Bulgaria, as explained at the time by Cartwright 

from Vienna, to Grey: 

The rumours vrhich are current that (Russia) is desirous 

-̂ •̂ "Lyon to Bax-Ironside, December, 1911. in Gooch and 
Temperley, British Documents, IX, pp. 525-526. 
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of negotiating the opening of the Straits to Russian 
men-of-war, has caused positive alarm in Bulgaria, as 
it implies in return that Russia is prepared to give 
Turkey a guarantee of the integrity of her dominions. 
Such a guarantee would place Russia in direct opposi
tion to the national' aspirations of the Bulgarians, 
and the very rumour that such a guarantee may possibly 
be given has caused Bulgaria to turn towards Austria 
as to a welcome friend in adversity.119 

On February 17, 1912, Aehrenthal died. His succes

sor, Count Leopold von Berchtold, former Ambassador to Rus

sia, took up the Balkan intrigues and dangers. V/ould the ri

valry between Russia and Austria-Hungary deteriorate still 

further, or take a turn for the better? Buchanan made an 

evaluation, communicating to Sir Edward Grey on February 21,1912 

. . .There can, I think, be no doubt but that Count 
Berchtold, who had • ŝsed so many years of his diplo
matic career at thi • Court, will do all in his power to 
bring about a rapp; ) ;,heraent, if he does not even at
tempt to revive the old policy of a close understanding 
between the three Emperors. The" appointment of Count 
Berchtold as Count Aehrenthal's successor has been re
ceived V7lth much pleasure here. . ,1^0 

Once in office, Berchtold established tv70 definite 

targets with respect to southeastern Europe: Under no cir

cumstances must Bulgaria, which, like Austria, had its eye 

on Salonika, be allowed to secure that port. Similarly, 

Serbia must never be allowed to reach the Adriatic Sea to 

1 21 
he r wes t . 

119 
^Car twr igh t t o Grey, December 5. I 9 1 I . I b i d . , pp . 

517-518. 
1 20 

Buchanan to Grey, February 21, 1912. Ibid., p. 545. 
l^llbid. 
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Thus, in 1912, Russia and Austria, after all, stood 

poles apart from any possible agreement in the Balkans, But, 

instead of another confrontation betv7een them, developments 

abruptly took a new turn. In the summer and early fall of 

that year, the Powers noticed signs of a tendency that none 

wanted. The alliances that had taken form in the early part . 

of that year were directed, not against Austria, as Russia 

had planned, but against Turkey. Consequences that could not 

be prevented by Russia soon follov7ed. 

To turn, now, to the formation of the Balkan League, 

we must give our attention to the one-time rivals, Bulgaria 

and Serbia, The time had at last arrived for them to get 

together, hov7ever briefly. 

The only serious attempt at closer relations betv7een 

Serbia and Bulgaria before 1912 came in the area of economics 

in the year 1907. A Serb-Bulgarian Customs Entente V7as formed 

in that year for the express purpose of increasing trade be-

tŵ een the two countries, providing products and extra income 

for each. This agreement was virtually destroyed by the Aus-

tro-Hungarian-Serbian "Pig War",, by V7hich Austria closed all 

trade with Serbia in livestock, not allov7lng any to cross the 

border for three years (until 1910). The Serbian economy al

most collapsed under the strain and the economic friendliness 

toward Bulgaria became too costly to maintain. Also, a new 

nationalist regime had taken over in Bulgaria, and it began 

to revive the Macedonian issue. By mutual consent, the en-

tente V7as dropped for these tv7o reasons. "̂ .̂'̂  

122 
Seton-Watson, Rise of Nationality, p. 148. 
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By 1910 and I9II, several developments brought the 

two closer once more. The first had its origin in 1910,123 

but was not considered seriously by the countries involved 

until 1911. It concerned a possible renewed economic rap

prochement between them, as reported by a letter from Bax-

Ironside to Grey dated November 3. 1911. in which he mentioned 

that an understanding had been under consideration for a year, 

with arrangements.to be completed, perhaps as soon as November 

7 of the same year. 

The plan was essentially this: a committee composed 

of members of both the Bulgarian and Serbian Government was 

to work to see what possibilities lay open to the two for an 

economic entente, with findings and agreements to be made pub

lic. By November, I9II, a six-way agreement was on the verge 

of being reached: 

1. To facilitate a solution of postal, telegrar^h, tele
phone, and railway tariffs. 
2. To facilitate and simplify the commercial, customs, 
and frontier relations betv7een Serbia and Bulgaria. 
3. To unify com.mercial legislation and fiscal law with 
regard to the enterprise of the two countries. 
4. To arrive at a unity of social legislation and a 
mutual recognition of the school diplomas of the respec
tive states, 
5. To obtain a unification of judiciary law, and reci
procal assistance in decisions come to thereunder, 
6. To cultivate a tendency towards a common policy in 
general, agrarian, and commercial matters,1^5 

123 
The Times (London), October 17, I9IO, p. 5, 

^2^Bax-Ironside to Grey, August 28, I9II, in Gooch 
and Tem.perley, British Documents, IX, p. 50I, 

125 
Bax- I rons ide to Grey, November 14, I 9 1 1 , Ib id 

pp. 515-516. ** 
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These agreements, however, were not implemiented, because Bul

garia did not trust the Serbs, suspecting that the latter v:ere 

using the planning solely for their ovm advantage. Neverthe

less, the committee did create more friendly feelings, which 

later paid high dividends in the formation of the league of 

1912. 

A second rapprochement attempt between the two Slavic 

countries came in.the fall (October) of I91I. Sir H. Bax-

Ironside, in a letter to Sir A. Nicolson, explained hov7 the 

Macedonian situation contributed to bring about this contact: 

A meeting took place between the Bulgarian and Servian 
Prime Ministers on the 11th instant during the return 
journey of the former from̂  Vichy. 

, . .1 have not gathered that this meeting was in any 
way inspired by a hostile feeling toward the Ottoman 
Government, in fact, quite the contrary as far as Servia 
is concerned, as she has many reasons for remaining on 
good terms V7ith Turkey. . .The two Prime Ministers de
cided that all efforts should be used to maintain the 
"status quo" at the present juncture unless Austria made 
an advance, especially as Russia had inforiried both 
Governments that she would not aid any forvjard movements 
on the Turkish frontier at the present tim.e, 

M. Milovanovitch (Foreign Minister-Serbia) gave M, 
Gueshoff (Foreign Minister and Prem.ler-Bulgarla) to un
derstand that no working arrangement of a permanent na
ture could ever be arrived at between the two Governments 
unless UskUD fell under Servian influence. Servia would 
also desire the Kruprulu-Monastir line (excluding the 
latter tovm) together with Old Servia. 

The Bulgarian Government have hitherto considered 
that they have a claim to the Caza of Uskub, together 
with the town of the sam.e name, the Caza of Velessa, to
gether v'ith the tov;n of Velessa, marked on our maps as 
Kiuprulu, the Caza of Perlepe, and that portion of the 
Vilayet of Monastir which includes the Capital of the same 
name. This portion of European Turkey v;as understood to 
be the future lot of Bulgaria at the time of the Treaty 
of San Stefano. Here lies the bone of contention V7hich 
has hitherto largely helped to keep the tv7o countries 
apart. 

M, Gueshoff agreed to cease Bulgarian propaganda in 
the Cazas of Koumanovo and Uskub--Servia to occupy Uskub 
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when the time for partition came. Bulgaria would have 
Servia's consent to occupy Salonica and Monastir. The 
question of the future of Kiuprulu was left over for fu
ture consideration. All to the East of the Uskub-Kluprulu-
Monastir line was in the future to be under Bulgarian in
fluence, to a line to be arranged with Greece at a later 
date. 

. . .no action was to be taken to weaken Turkey; 
preferably a weak Turkey to a strong Austria. No advance 
is to be made by either party without the tacit consent 
of Russia. 

I consider that the seed of a future entente has been 
sov7n. It will not grow on the Bulgarian side unless M, 
Gueshoff or M, Danneff are in office, or unless serious 
danger threatens from the side of Austria, 

King Ferdinand V7i 11 remain an unknov;n factor until 
the last minute,126 

This conversation went further than anything previously in 

preparing the way for a definite understanding. 

Of the two nations, Serbia proved to be the more V7il-

ling to form an alliance. Bulgaria, on the other hand, dis

trusted Serbia's ambitions in Macedonia and elsewhere, and 

regarded every Serbian initiative for an accord to be some 

127 sort of scheme to serve her own ends. Perhaps Bulgaria 

V7as almost right, because Serbia desired her oi-in goals of a 

port on the western coast of the peninsula and wanted to see 

Macedonia partitioned instead of becoming an autonomous entity, 

as Bulgaria wished,-*-̂  

Various happenings in 1911-12 had the effect of di

minishing the obstacles to an agreement. Massacres in Mace

donia intensified, a system of assassination was devised by 

1 26 
Bax-Ironside to Grey, October 28, I9II. Ibid,, 

pp. 512-51^. 
127 Barclay to Grey, January 18, I9II, Ibid., p. 249. 

^^^The Times (London), June 11, 1913. P. 7. 
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the Turks, and applied to avid enemies of Turkish policy, and 

finally, the Italo-Turkish War enhanced the Balkan populace's 

discontent. Albania revolted after Turkey refused her reforms 

in education, military, and particularly, arms. Mutiny re

sulted in wide areas of the Western Balkans, when reforms in 

elections, taxes, and government V7ere not forthcoming from 

Constantinople. Albania's wrath did have results, in that 

many of the reforms involving military service, more represen

tation in Constantinople, and an easing of the tax situation 

were finally granted by Turkey, but, alas, too late to stop 

the virtual anarchy. All of these happenings had the effect 

of drawing Serbia and Bulgaria closer together and, as such, 

closer to an accord. " 

Finally, after secret meetings between the tv7o Govern

ments, an official alliance was completed, March I3, 1912. 

The English minister to Bulgaria stated its contents: 

A secret treaty of friendship and alliance between 
Bulgaria and Serbia on lines foreshadowed in my series 
of private letters has been signed by Kings and Foreign 
Ministers of the two kingdoms. King of Bulgaria signed 
this morning after considerable pressure and King of Servia 
on March 11, 

The Emperor of Russia and Russian Government are aviare 
of the contents of the Treaty and former has taken a pers
onal interest in its successful conclusion. 

Bulgaria has now definitely thrown in her lot V7ith 
Russia. I understand Russian Government will communicate 
conc3-Usion of treaty to other Powers of Triple Entente 
and I suggest that any knowledge of its existence should 
be kept secret until information reaches His Majesty's 

"^^^Seton-Watson. Rise of Nationality, pp. I57-I58. 
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Government from Russia or other sources, 30 

Once Serbia and Bulgaria reached agreem.ent, it soon became 

possible to broaden this partnership and thus feasible for 

the Balkan nations to launch a program of expansion by war 

that caught the Great Povjers by surprise. 

As the months of 1912 passed, the Serbo-Bulgar alliance 

began distinctly to take on an anti-Turkish tone. This was 

due, primarily, tp Bulgarian friction with the Turks in Mace

donia, and, to a lesser degree, Serbian brushes in the same 

country with the Sultan's forces. Only seven months after 

the alliance was completed, the Balkans erupted into war. 

Without the Balkan alliance of Serbia and Bulgaria, the sepa

rate Balkan nations would have been far too V7eak to attempt 

anything individually. Therefore the alliance of the tv70 

traditional enemies came to be a symbol of a unity for all 

the nations of the peninsula to aim. It had not been the 

first to be considered, as Bulgarian and Greek representatives 

had been at the talking stage in alliance attempts for some 

months before the Serb-Bulgar agreement, but it was the most 

important, far-reaching work that 1912 was to see before the 

actual war began. How this alliance led to others is the story 

of the seven months before the outbreak of hostilities. 

The next development in the building of Balkan povjer 

was the formation, May 29. 1912, of a Greek-Bulgarian alliance. 

-̂  Bax-Ironside to Nicolson, March l4, 1912, in Gooch 
and Temperley, British Documents, IX, p, 556, For text of the 
Serbo-Bulgar agreement, which V7as basic to the larger Balkan 
accord of 1912, see appendix. 
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To understand the new accord, it is necessary to bakctrack 

into earlier Greco-Bulgar relations. 

Differences over Macedonia had, for some years, plagued 

the relations between the two countries. Bands of revolution-

minded Bulgarians had been roaming the hills of Macedonia, 

intent on bringing that region into the Bulgarian household. 

The Greeks took a dim view of this activity because they be

lieved that Macedonia was rightfully theirs. As Greeks and 

Bulgars, not to mention Serbs, lived in Macedonia, each of 

the first two regarded the region as properly theirs. Hence, 

there was no foundation of good relations to build on in the 

first few years of the twentieth century. 

Such was the situation until Bulgaria officially de

clared her independence in I9O8, Fearful of what might fol

low from this, the Greeks decided to approach the Young Turks 

about an anti-Bulgar alliance. This might have succeeded ex

cept for the fact that the Young Turks were not willing to 

cede the island of Crete to Greece, as the latter insisted 

in the discussions tov7ard the alliance. ^ Turkey had just 

lost her last shreds of claims to Bosnia-Herzegovina and Bul

garia, and did not desire to lose anything else. The Cretan 

obstacle prevented an understanding, with the result that 

Greece realized that the only way she would ever obtain Crete 

V70uld to be to form a chain of alliances that would enable 

her to seize it without Turkish retaliation. Thus, as almost 

^3lErnst Christian Helmreich, Diplomacy of the Balkan 
Wqrs 1912-1913 (London: Humphrey Milford, 1938), p. 70. 
iSreafter referred to as Helmreich, Dlplom-icy. 
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a last resort, she had turned to Bulgaria, for Bulgaria had 

already stood up to Turkey and won in her announcement of of

ficial independence. Greece's turn tov7ard Bulgaria was largely 

the work of a new Greek prime minister, E. Venizelos, who took 

office in October, 1911, 

Greece had for years been in need of first-rate leader

ship, and she found it in the Cretan-born Venizelos. He pos

sessed dual citizenship by birth and this enabled him to come 

to Greece and sit in the Greek Parliament after serving in 

132 
the Cretan Government as a high official. 

To form an alliance and to hit Turkey as hard a blov7 

as possible, a powerful Greece was necessary, but still more 

necessary V7as strength greater than that of any one Balkan 

country. Venizelos knew this and V7orked tov7ard an "entente" 

with Bulgaria from the first days of his premiership. The 

Times' (London) correspondent, J. D. Bourchler, became fast 

friends with the premier and encouraged him in his attem.pts 

to unite his country with Bulgaria in a defensive alliance. 

The alliance would perhaps have come about much earlier, had 

not Russia kept insisting that the Serbia-Bulgaria Treaty had 

to be considered before any other plans were made. Immediately 

after the Serbian-Bulgarian Treaty was completed. King Fer

dinand of Bulgaria began to consider seriously the possibili

ties of the Greek offer of friendship, which had first been 

made in April, 1911• 

An agreement did come about, much to the satisfaction 

132ibid., pp. 70-76. 
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of Venizelos, in May of 1912, just two and one-half months 

after the Serb-Bulgar agreement. It V7as defensive in charac

ter, providing: 

• . .a defensive alliance to remain in force for three 
years and to be kept secret, on the following teriis: if 
one of the two states is attacked by Turkey, the other 
will declare war against Turkey; both states are to act 
jointly in relations with Turkey and the great Powers and 
agree to make joint representations to the Sublirae Porte 
for the protection and defense of Greek and Bulgarian 
Ottoman subjects. In an annex, however, the alliance was 
declared not to be operative in case of a war arising be
tween Greece and Turkey over the admission of Cretans 
to the Greek Chamber of Deputies.133 

The treaty was signed on May 29. 1912 and foreshadovred 

a military convention signed October 5. j"»-̂st after mobiliza

tion had taken place in each country. This convention speci

fied exactly what the first agreem,ent had stated, but added 

several clauses, one of which was that if both countries 

(Greece and Bulgaria) V7ere to mobilize, and Greece felt com

pelled to do something about Crete in compliance with the wishes 

of the people of that island, Bulgaria vrould back the action 

of her ally.-̂ -̂ ^ 

It is clear, in retrospect, that Russia had nothing 

to do with the Greek-Bulgar Alliance, It was a case of shrewd 

statesmanship by Venizelos, Within tv70 months the Great Powers 

knew of the understanding, England heard of the prospective 

alliance even before it was signed, but did'not learn the de

tails until later. 

The third part of the Balkan combination reached 

^^^Ibid., p. 76. 

^3^-^Ibid., p. 11. 
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maturity by October, 1912, and involved Serbia, Montenegro, 

and Bulgaria. As with the other agreements, it V7as necessary 

to minimize old misunderstandings for an accord to become 

possible. Before the Bosnian Crisis, Serbia and Montenegro 

had never been very friendly. Austria's action drew the two 

together, and on October 24, 1908, the two countries signed 

an agreement to cooperate to achieve "common aims".-̂ 35 When 

subsequently a Turco-Serbo-Montenegrin accord, V7hich the lat

ter favored, did not materialize, the close relations betv7een 

the tv7o South Slav states cooled again, A supposed Serbian 

plot on the life of Prince Nikita of Montenegro in the spring 

of 1910 aroused anti-Serbian feelings in Montenegro, and added 

to the problems betv7een the two governments. -̂^ 

In the spring of 1912, as conditions in the Balkans 

steadily V7orsened, Montenegrin officials met vjith the Bulgar

ians to sound out the possibilities of an alliance. Their 

meeting took place in a most unlikely spot~-the Austrian capi

tal. King Ferdinand V7ent to the city on an official visit and 

V7hile there worked secretly with Montenegrins to try to reach 

an understanding. A first draft of the proposed alliance was 

worked out in that location in the spring of 1912. Revisions 

were made, and by August, the treaty was almost in final form. 

The Russian military agent in Montenegro explained the terms 

of the treaty in September, 1912: 

, . .Both sides pledge themselves to begin the war with 

-̂ 35lt)id. , p. 82. Also see The Times (London), June 4, 
1913, p. 10. 

-•-36Helmreich' Diplomacy, p, 85. 
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all their forces, Montenegro not later than September 
15/28th, Bulgaria not later than one month after the ' 
Montenegrin action; Montenegro is pledged to involve as 
great a number of Turkish troops as possible, Bulgf..ria 
pledging to pay 70.000 during every month of the war; in 
consideration of the fact that Irulgarian preparations 
are not yet complete, a postponenant of the beginning 
of V7ar operations is pos5:ible.l3/ 

The next step V7as to tell Serbia of the plan: 

It has been agreed to confront Serbia V7lth the alliance 
with Bulgaria and the beginning of hostilities as a fait 
accompli; our foreign minister must be informed of the 
above, as well as of the fact that they have begun to 
transport V7ar material to the frontier. 138 

Serbia, foreseeing her ovTn isolation should she stay 

aloof from the Bulgar-Greek-Montenegrin alliance, decided al

most im.mediately that her policy must be to make common cause 

with the others. Her adherence to the Bulgar-Hontenegrln 

treaty cam.e on October 2, 1912. 

Finally the Balkan muddle had reached the brink of 

war. One pro;ainent historian on Balkan events, Theodore Ccsh-

koff. has described the formation of the four-v:ay allianc.^. 

. , .in 1912 "a miracle took place." Bulgaria, Greece, 
Serbia, and Montenegro, for a while subordl).tating thair 
quarrels to the menace of a coiamon enemy, forrred the so-
called "Balkan League." Then the six Great Povjors avjak-
ened from their letharg:/.139 

The new alliance was ant 1-Austrian as violl as anti-T-urkish, 

but* in vievr of the Young Turks' treatment of their remriinirig Bal

kan subjects, it was in the immediate sense more anti-Turkis/u 

•'•-̂ '̂ Krasny Arkhiv. XV, no. 12 (Berlin Monthly: VI11, 
973«7/4-) as quoted in Helmreich, Diplomacy, p. 87. Also sGe 
The Times (London), June I3, 1913. P. 5 

138 Ibid. 

•^39pheodore I. Geshkoff, Balkan Union (Nev7 York: 
Columbia University Press: 1940), p."39-
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Britain had favored a league from the start, but with 

the expectation that Turkey would be a part of it, and therefore 

that better relations among all the states would diminish the 

possibilities of further Balkan crises. She had also thought 

this was Russia's aim, as the following quotation suggests: 

Izvolsky in his famous Christmas (1908) speech before 
the duma had openly procalimed the idea of a Balkan league. 
"Bulgaria. Serbia, and Montenegro," so ran his concluding 
remarks, "must becom-a imbued vjith the consciousness of 
the necessity of moral and political union. Russia's aim 
is to bring these states together and to combine them 
V7ith Turkey, through means of common interests for the 
defense of their national and economic independence," 
Sir Edward Grey thought the idea excellent and telegraphed 
to Nicolson, "I am quite in favor of this and will en
courage it, ŵ henever I can. 1̂ 0 

In 1909. then, Serbia had indicated her interest in 

Izvolsky's league idea by asking the Entente Pox̂ iers to use po

litical pressure to bring Bulgaria to a greater desire for union. 

Grey stated that such initiative could not be a part of official 

British policy because she did not V7ant to offend Austria-Hungary 

by encouraging Bulgaria openly to form an alliance v;it?i Serbia 

for the express purpose of keeping Austria out of the peninsula. 

Sir Edv7ard Grey sent a letter to Mr, J. B, V/hitehead, Minister 

at Belgrade, stating his view in these V7ords: 

I have informed Servian Charge d'Affaires verbally 
that as far as His Majesty's Government are concerned 
increased solidarity amongst the Balkan States V7ill 
have our goodwill, but that is a subject for the States 
to discuss with each other,1^1 

•^^^Helmreich, Diplomacy, p. 20, 

^^^Grey to Whitehead, April 15. 1909. in Gooch and 
Temperley, British Docum.ents, IX, p. 2. 
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Although this was Grey's official view, according to the Bal

kan historian, Helmreich, in private he did encourage Serbia 

and Bulgaria to get together,1^^ 

Three years before the alliance became a reality, Mr. 

M. De Findley, British minister at Sofia, was pessimistic 

about an entente being possible, or even desirable, if it 

was possible. 

I shall lose no opportunity to express, according to 
your wishes the opinion that the Bulgarian Government 
would do well to cultivate friendly relations with Servia 
in commercial and general intercourse, but I venture to 
respectfully submit that to recomr.end the formation of 
a durable entente on political lines with Servia \rould 
be entirely useless under the existing circumstances. 
I am further distinctly imder the impression that the 
advocacy of a Balkan Confederation on the part of His 
Majesty's Government v7ould be regarded as an unfriendly 
act by Austria-Hungary, for the reasons mentioned above. 
I do not doubt that His Majesty's Am.bassador at Vienna 
would confirm the correctness of this impression, 
. , .It V7ould also appear that Austrian aggressiveness, 
which is nov7 quiescent, might be aroused by the formation 
of a Slav Confederation, which though intended to be . 
merely defensive, she ŵ ould regard as a serious menace,^ 3 

Findlay went on to say that V7hen Serbia developed her re

sources, reform.ed her government, reorganized the army, and 

in general improved her internal situation, Bulgaria would be 

ready to form an entente. Until then, according to the mini

ster, Serbia v7ould continue to circulate papers to the Powers 

asking for the pressure to be applied on Bulgaria tovrard the 

entente. A note at the end of the letter stated that only 

142 
Helmreich, Diplomacy, p, 22. 

•^^3pindlay t o Grey, September 27. 1909. in Gooch and 
Temperley, B r i t i s h Documents, IX, p . 66, 

file:///rould
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common danger would bring the two states together.-^^^ Thus, 

in 1909, the British attitude was one of cautious approval 

of any move toward an understanding. It is to he repeated 

that the type of alliance the English wanted V7as. one which 

would have included Turkey and promoted peace between the 

Sultan's government and the governments at Sofia and Belgrade. 

British attempts to encourage, in a private way, the 

union of the Serbs v,rith the Bulgars continued through the 

year I9IO. The problem became more involved and discouraging 

as the year progressed, however, and in October, I9IO, Find-

lay wrote to Grey: 

My instructions on coming to Sophia had been to en
courage a rapprochement not only betv7een Bulgaria and 
Turkey, but also with the other Balkan States. I had 
lost no favourable opportunity to do so, but the mutual 
distrust and jealousy existing betv7een these states had 
rendered futile any attempt at a rapprocheiaent. It was 
possible that Turkish pressure might bring them together, 
and I would be glad to advise the Bulgarian Ministers to 
take every opportunity of im.provlng their relations with 
their neighbors. Further I pointed out that, if Austria 
or Turkey got wind of an alliance betvjeen Bulgaria and £̂,£-
Servia, they might take very drastic steps to prevent it. 

The Foreign Office exerted a restraining hand on lbs diplomats 

in the Balkan capitals, lest they overcoramit Britain in her 

mild desire to see an understanding. For instance, when Sir 

H. Bax-Ironside, British Minister at Sofia, gave advice to 

M. Ivan E. Gueshoff, Bulgarian Prime Minister and Minister 

for Foreign Affairs, to encourage an entente with Serbia, he 

received the following reprimand: 

•'•̂ Îbid., pp. 64-66, 

145 Findlay to Grey, October 12, I9IO, Ibid., p, 221 
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It will not do for Sir H, B-ax-Ironside to get too 
much involved in these discussions and he had better 
abstain from giving advice. 

It should be said to him that it would be desirable 
while continuing to get all the information possible to 
avoid giving advice or expressing opinions to represen
tatives of the Balkan States,I^"^ 

As Britain feared angering other Great Powers, notably 

Austria, should she openly favor an alliance, the Foreign Of

fice steadily maintained an officially non-commital position. 

As for Russia's role, British diplomats V7ere disturbed 

by her inclination to give any possible Balkan combination 

too obvious an anti-Austrian slant: 

I think it is unfortunate that at this moment the 
Russian Government should continue to encourage Servia 
in her pursuit of an anti-Austrian policy, . .As Russia 
is not prepared to do anything serious for Servia, it 
seems a pity that that country, small as she is, should 
expose herself to the resentment of Austria-Hungary, and 
that resentment V7lll soon shov7 itself in a very effective 
way, should a crisis arise in the Near East, by Austria-
Hungary opposing any serious increase of Servia's terri
tory at the expense of Turkey,1^7 

Cartwright, the British Ambassador to Austria-Hungary, 

V7orrled about the Dual Monarchy's reaction to Balkan trends, 

asked Grey if it V7ould not be advisable that Great Britain, 

Russia, and France meet and exchange vievrs, after which all 

would approach Austria-Hungary on the subject of pieserving 

the Balkan "status quo". Sir Edv7ard Grey, in a Minute attached 

to the letter, replied: 

•̂ ^̂ B̂ax-Ironside to Grey (Minute) August 28, I9II, 
Ibid,, pp. 501-502. 

^Cartwright to Grey, December 5. 1911. Ibid. , pp. 
518-519. 
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It would be a mistake for us to take an initiative 
in opposing Austria in the Balkans: it is for Russia 
to make up her mind as to what she wants and approach 
us if she wishes to do so. If V:G take an initiative in 
proposing a Balkan policy to Russia we shall be com
mitted more deeply than it is necessary or wise for us 
to be committed in Balkan affairs,l^" 

The Foreign Minister's statement shows clearly the British 

Government's cautious desire not to accept any unnecessary 

responsibility in Balkan affairs, and helps to clarify her 

rather V7ishy-washy reaction toward specific developments. 

When the Serbo-Bulgar pact came about in 1912, Iron

side, V7ho observed at close hand the tV70 governm.ents at work, 

offered the follov7ing observations tending to show that his 

expectation was that the alliance v7ould be primarily anti^ 

Austrian in scope: 

. . ,As Russia has been cognizant of the "pourparlers," 
and has played a considerable role in the successful ne
gotiation of the Treaty, she is considered in the light 
both of a witness and a guarantee of its execution by 
the Servian and Bulgarian Governments. M. Sazonoff ex
ercised much influence on the Russian Representatives, 
both in Belgrade and Sofia, and the matter was finally 
clinched by the Russian Emperor sending for the Bulgarian 
Military Attache in Petersburg, and requesting him to 
inform the Bulgarian Minister of War, General Nikyphoroff, 
that he V70uld view with favor a successful termination 
of these negotiations, and this personal pressure, ad
ded to that brought to bear by Gueshoff andDaneff, has 
at last decided King Ferdinand to cease his favourite 
"jeu de bascule," and to throw in his lot V7ith Russia, 
By giving his consent to a defensive alliance with Ser*™ 
via, he shows his determination to oppose, by force of 
arms any advance Southward by the Austrlans, 

We may expect that negotiations V7ill soon be entered 
into between Bulgaria, Servia, and Greece, and if suc
cessful, with Montenegro. , . 

The foundation has nov7 been laid of a Federation 

"̂ ^̂ Ibld., (Minute), p. 519. 
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of the Balkan States, backed by Russia, to oppose a for-
vrard movement on the part of Austria. , .^^^ 

There V7as considerable apprehension as to V7hat Austria-

Hungary would think of the alliance between Serbia and Bul

garia. The general consensus of international opinion was 

that she would not take the news graciously, English diplomats 

on the scene in the Balkans believed that the negotiations 

should be kept entirely secret and under V7raps, as it were, 

until everything was complete .̂--̂O AS a result, Austria-Hungary 

knew nothing of the treaty until August, 1912,-'--̂-'-

France V7as notified of the Serb-Bulgar Treaty, but was 

not given any details as to its contents. When Poincare, tVie 

French Premier, visited St, Petersburg in August, 1912, he 

'V7as shown the com.plete text, whereupon he exclaimed, "Mais 

c'est une convention de guerre J "-^ After the Balkan V/ars 

were over, Poincare stated: 

It is certain that she (Russia) knev7 all about (the 
Serb-Bulgar Treaty), and, far from protesting against it 
she saw in this diplomatic document a means of assuring 
her hegemony in the Balkans, She perceives today that 
it is too late to V7ait out the movement V7hich she has 
called forth, and, as I said to M. Sazanov and Izvolski, 
she is trying to put on the brakes, but it is she who 
started the motor,153 

^^^Bax-Ironside to Nicolson, March l4, 1912, Ibid,, 
pp. SS^SSl. 

^^^Ibid. 

•̂ "̂̂ Cartv7right to Grey, August 12, 1.912, Tbid, , p, 607 
152 

Affaires Balkaniques, I, p, 112, as quoted by Fay, 
Origins of World V/ar, p, "T32. 
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Not all of the British statesmen appreciated the full 

implications of the secret treaty between the two Balkan coun

tries. Nicolson, in a letter to Cartwright, stated that the 

treaty, under Russian auspices, showed that Russia never in

tended to work hand-»in-hand with Austria for the maintenance 

of peace in the Peninsula, but instead was going to follow a 

policy directly opposed to Austria and which might tend to 

end the possibility of the Austrian Government ever adopting 

a friendly attitude toward the Balkan lands. . .^^^^ 

From the standpoint of the British, one desirable so

lution to the Balkan muddle vjould have been a combination of 

the Balkan states under joint Austro-Russian aegis to retain 

the status quo in the region. Bax-Ironside suggested this in 

April, 1912. 

Such an arrangement would be an ideal one, but V7e have, 
alas! to put up with a less satisfactory standard in this 
world. 

The solution of the Balkan problem will, I think, be 
found in the expression quoted in your letter V7ith the 
omission of the words "and Austria" (referring to an un-
tracable letter from. Nicolson vrhich said that the states 
should confederate under Russia and Austria), 
, . .Russia has suffered two great defeats in recent years--
the first knov;n to and appreciated by the whole of the 
civilized vrorld, namely their overthrow in the Japanese 
V/ar--; the second, her want of success in opposing Count 
Aehrenthal's policy in the Balkan Peninsula, This lat
ter, a diplomatic defeat, although not appreciated outside 
the circles of European Chanceries, V7as, and is still, I 
believe, today, more bitterly felt by His Imperial t'ajesty 
the Emperor of Russia than the disaster suffered by the 
armies on the field of battle,155 

•^^\icolson to Cartwright, March 18, 1912, in Gooch 
and Temperley, British Documents, IX, pp. 558-59. 

1<< 
^-^Bax-Ironside to Nicolson, April 8, 1912, Ib id . , 

pp. 564-565. 
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In the same pattern Foreign Minister Grey, without sound rea

son, optimistically hoped for a Russian-Austrian entente until 

just before the first Balkan War began: 

What makes me wish for a vjorking understanding between 
Russia and Austria is that a war between them would be very 
inconvenient, I do not think that V7e could take part in it, 
and intervene on the Russian side in a Balkan V'/ar; and yet 
our abstention would prove a danger to the maintenance of 
the present grouping of the European Powers. . , 

Of course, I cannot actively promote an agreement be-
tv7een Russia against the V7ishes of France, . ,An agree
ment is more likely to come about if we do not mix ourselves 
in the matter,-^5" 

Needless to say, Russia had no intention of letting Austria 

in as a partner in her Balkan plans. Though her policy raised 

the risk of V7ar V7ith Austria, she had gone ahead regardless. 

She took the risk, feeling that the resultant gain in her in

fluence in Southeastern Europe would be V70rth the price. All 

Britain did, or perhaps could do, V7as to vratch conditions tend 

increasingly toward V7ar. 

As matters became tense in the summer of 1912, it bê -

gan to dawn on the British government that a nev7 danger, the 

atrocities in Macedonia, might cause the Balkan states to turn 

on Turkey before Austria. Although pleas ŵ ere sent from Ix)n~ 

don to Turkey to correct the situation in Macedonia, as usual 

157 
nothing happened to ease the situation. Notes were like-
V7ise sent to the Balkan states asking them to restrain themselves 

•̂ ^̂ Grey to Bertie, January 9, 1912, Ibid, , pp, 527-528, 

•̂ "̂̂ Grey to Bertie, August 21, 1912. Ibid, , p. 632. 

•̂ ^̂ Grey to Bertie, September 2, 1912. Ibid. . p. 667o 
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in their growing Turcophobia, but again nothing happened.-'-̂  

The details of this we shall observe in the next chapter. 

Î t us now summarize the British attitude as the Bal

kan alliances took shape: First, her policy consistently was 

one of official strict neutrality. Secondly, privately. Bri

tain mildly favored a peaceful alliance system, inclusive of_ 

Turkey. When Turkey ŵ as obviously excluded, England's at

titude became one of alarm. Thirdly, Britain faintly hoped 

to see Russia and Austria somehov7 reach common ground. V/hen 

this plainly did not occur, her alarm gr^w. Lastly, when the 

Greek-Bulgarian and Montenegrin-Bulgarian alliances becar̂ e 

actualities, little notice V7as taken of V7hat had occurred. Vie 

can attribute this to the hazy situation in the peninsula dur

ing the last few days before the First Balkan War began. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE SUMMER OF 1912 

Diplomatic contacts among the various Balkan coun

tries had finally brought an alliance arrangem.ent aim.ed as 

much against Austria as against Turkey. This v/as partly the 

result of Russian encouragement, for, as noticed, after I9O8, 

Russia maintained a deep enmity toward Austria. 

There had alv7ays been a great deal of dislike on the 

part of the Balkan states toward their decrepit old naster, 

Turkey, but this had usually only festered as time passed, 

or was minimized by the Great Poviers' desire for avoidar.ce 

of trouble in the area. Thus, when the alliance system build

ing up in the Balkans in the early months of 1912 began to 

take on an anti-Turkish tone, there V7ere few vjorries about 

the possible consequences of this. As the situation in Mace

donia, V7here peoples of the Christian faith were mistreated, 

became worse in 1912 than ever before, the Balkan countries 

found themselves concentrating more on Turkish misdeeds than 

Austrian dangers. To the several states, it became increas

ingly evident that Turkey presented the greater immediate 

danger. Austria might possibly move southvrard, but Turkey 

was already there and held captive people who vrished to be 

free of her misrule. Due to this tendency, the nev7 alliance 

system developed an independent spirit, which Russia, in 

81 
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encouraging its formation, had not intended. Developm.ents 

in the Balkan Peninsula in 1912 soon went beyond the bumbling 

diplomacy of Russia, and it soon became obvious that the na

tion- which had served as midwife at the birth of the Balkan 

child had no control over its development. 

The summer of I912 saw the crisis of Balkan relations 

with Turkey come to a showdovTn. Several new incidents, in 

Albania, Macedonia, and Montenegro, precipitated the fir:l 

breakdov7n. As tension grev7, the Great Pov7ers sought to les

sen it by soft words, then by phrases of caution, and, finally, 

threats. None could stop the headlong dash to conflict, 

brought about for the most part by Turkish stupidity in fail

ing to undertake reforms in her remaining Balkan regions. 

In vievj of its tradition of official neutrality toward 

secondary areas of tension, the British Government only ex

hibited uneasiness at the newest turn of events in southeastern 

Europe. Bax-Ironside, who seemed to be in the thick of things 

constantly in his position in Sofia, stated bluntly on April 

8, 1912, in a letter to Nicolson, that the only V7ay Britain 

could exercise a direct influence on Balkan affairs V7ould be 

if Germany should enter the arena, thus providing Britain 

V7ith the cause for a confrontation V7ith her over the Eastern 

1S9 Question. -^^ 

The British diplomat feared that Austria might take 

advantage of the emergency arising betvjeen Turkey and the 

-^^^Bax-Ironside to Nicolson, April 8, 1912. Ibid. , 
pp. 564-566, 
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Balkan states to repeat her I908 steal, this time annexing 

the Sanjak of Novibazar: 

Should Austria once occupy the Sanjak, the absorption 
of Servia would necessarily follovf: it would be but the 
first and decisive step in the -advance tovjards the Aegean 
and Salonika, and it would create grave troubles both in 
Greece, Bulgaria, and Montenegro. I am convinced also 
that Russia V70uld consider such a move as a "casus belli"o 
The plan nov7 in process of creation will, in all proba
bility, prevent such an advance and it can only fail by 
Austria engaging in a war which, taking all factors into 
consideration, v7ould prove disastrous for her. It V70uld 
be of much interest to note Russia's next move: from 
this V7e should gain a criterion as to M, Sazonoff's 
statesmanship, which, in my humble opinion has not as yet 
shov7n itself to be of a very high order,1"0 

To non-Balkan diplomats, the anti-Austrian character 

of the Balkan League stood out. It vras not until April, 1912, 

that the British, for exam.ple, began to sense its anti-Turkish 

undertones: 

A ŵ eakening of the Central Government at Constantinople 
might at any moment upset calculations, hô :over, and we 
must recollect that a united Bulgaria and Servia are more 
likely to take the field against Turkey especially V7hsn 
certain of Russia's support, than when they are divided 
and hostile. This is the darker side of the picture,I6I 

As we have seen, Russia favored the Serbo-Bulgar 

agreement, feeling that she could use the new combination to 

hold Austria in check. Although she had little to do with 

the extension of this accord into the broader alliance, it 

V7as not. nevertheless, necessarily contrary to her wishes. 

As we shair see, she even suggested the extension, but took 

no active part therein. By the time the fourway alliance had 
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been achieved, Russia found herself pushed into the background, 

Britain had originally favored a Balkan accord for tlie 

purpose of applying pressure on Turkey for reforms, but by the 

middle of May, 1912, she was becoming a little fearful that 

Russia, through her Balkan influence, might try to incite the 

little countries to action. The news of the proposed Greek-

Bulgar Entente elicited a comment on Russia's role: 

I am a little afraid that Sazonoff is embarking upon 
rather an adventurous policy, though I do not imagine that 
he or any of his colleagues, or, indeed the Emperor, has 
the remotest wish or desire to provoke conflicts. I 
think the line vjhich he is nov7 adopting in Near Eastern 
affairs is a little risky and might possibly eventually 
lead to serious trouble. Hô .rever, I do not viish you to 
indicate to him any of my apprehensions,1"^ 

Just after the treaty betv7een Greece and Bulgaria W'as 

signed, Barclay, in Belgrade, v7rote to Grey and explained the 

situation as he understood it. Although the treaty at first 

was supposed to be secret, there were reports that an under

standing had been reached. Barclay reported: 

It would seem from M. Daneff's statements that the 
sole aim of Russia is directed at present to bringing 
about a state of affairs which will enable her to im
pose her V7ill, when she is of opinion that the time has 
cone to put to Europe the question of the solution of 
the Balkan Problem. 

V/ith this object in view, M. Saplaikovitch (Servian 
Minister at Sofia) said, Russia had already successfully 
induced Bulgaria and Servia into contracting an alliance,--
to be joined ultimately by Greece and Montenegro,--as a 
barrier to an Austrian advance. It vŝ ould only be required 
for Russia to persuade Great Britain and France to share 
her views as to the desirability of driving the Turks out 
of Europe, leaving them Constantinople, 

To my remarkirtg that I failed to grasp V7hat advantages 
Russia and especially England and France would reap from 

•^Nicolson to O'Beirne, May 21. 1912. Ibjd. . p, 568 
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such a policy, which would probably cause Eu-opean V7ar 
and spell ruin to the vast interests that tc • the lat
ter Powers have at stake in the Ottoman Dor;;.ions, M. 
Spalaikovitch replied that it would only mea.i a change 
of names on the map and that those interests would subse
quently benefit thereby. Besides, he W2nt on, victory 
V70uld mean the crushing of Germany, the recovery of 
Alsace-Loraine to France, ths saving of millions a year 
in shipbuilding to Great Britain, in fact, the beginning 
of an era of peace to Europe. But, M. Spalaikovitch ad
ded, a European V/ar was not a necessity; Russia's real 
desire V7as to "keep the ring" for the Balkan States to 
fight out their 0V7n battle with Turkey without any in
terference from outside, and her aim vras directed to 
being in a position to achieve the object V7ith the support 
of the Western Powers.-*-"3 

In the summer of the year, there were rumors of an 

alliance between Bulgaria and Italy, to be follovred by Bul

garia taking the field against Turkey. This was discounted 

by British statesmen who guessed that the Bulgarian King would 

go to war at the time only on three conditions: 1. At the 

instigation of Russia, 2. On a general uprising in Turkey and 

consequent massacres in Macedonia, or 3* To save his thronr-

and his skin. Barclay said: 

Bulgaria as V7ell as Servia is firmly convinced that 
Turkey-in-Europe is doomed. The old Turkish regime is a 
thing of the past, the nev7 is proving its incapacity to 
govern, and the country is going from bad to v7orse. The 
policy of the tv7o Slav countries is not to force on events 
for undue precipitation would probably bring about results 
in direct opposition to the object in viev7. , .the present 
policy of Bulgaria and Servia is therefore to adhere rigo
rously to the advice so emphatically given by the Emperor 
of Russia, first to M. Daneff at Livadia and later to M, 
Passhitch at St. Peter"^burg, namely not to put them.selves 
in the wrong through any,g.cts of aggression, but to keep 
wery quiet and to V7ait, 

^^^Barclay to Grey, June 18, 1912. Ibid., p. 573. 

^^^Barclay to Grey, July 11, 1912. Ibid,, pp, 585-
587. 
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During July, 1912, the situation in the Balkans de

teriorated noticeably. Britain noticed the increasingly war

like attitudes of the Balkan governm.ents towards the Sultan's 

government, O'Beirne communicated to Nicolson his thoughts 

on the intensifying diplomatic crisis in these v7ords: 

I think you will agree V7ith me that as one gains in
sight into Sazonov's Balkan policy, one realizes that is 
is one V7hich may lead some day to serious results. . .Rus
sia in order to keep the position she has assumed as pa
troness of the Serbo-Bulgarlan Alliance finds it neces
sary to encourage those people in the belief that vrith 
Russia's support they î ill eventually divide up Macedonia, 
Sazonov speaks of Bulgaria's future attack on Turkey in a 
matter of fact way which is rather astonishing, and you 
may remember that he said to ne once that nothing could 
be done ŵ ithout a certain amount of risk. . ,^ -^ 

The letter emphasized Russian intrigues as the cause 

of the worsening Balkan conditions. As events moved further, 

British statesmen continued to observe and to note Russia's 

gradual loss of control of her Balkan proteges. 

It was in the month of July that Russia began to realize 

the dangers that V7ere arising from her Balkan policy. As this 

dav-7ned on her, she tried to slow down the Balkan states' mo

mentum. She proffered restraining words to Sofia concerning 

Bulgaria's belligerent posture tovcard Turkey,-̂ "̂  If Sofia 

should attack, Serbia V7as bound to follow from causes of "natural 
1 6? 

interests and aspirations", V/e re that bo happen, it would 

mean that Russia could control BalV̂ an activity in terms of 

I65TV,- T 

•^^'^Buchanan t o Grey, Ju ly 22, 1912, I b i d , , p , 593, 

^^^Grey to Cartv7right, Ju ly 23 . 1912, I b i d . , p , 595. 
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her own desires, V/liat might follow, none could foretell. 

The British Foreign Office v;orried about V7hat ultimate 

consequences might follow. Grey stated to Cartwright, the Bri

tish Ambassador at Vienna, that he hoped the Powers v7ould not 

fall out among themselves if the Balkan nations took Turkey 

on in a war before the year was out. He felt that this would 

be the worst thing that could happen, and determined to seek 

to maintain the "status quo" if at all possible among the 

great Powers, ' 

The intensifying Balkan danger elicited a parliamen

tary comment in August, 1912, suggesting the British public's 

viev7 of the matter: 

Personal security is a m-atter of concern to the British 
public, and present Government v/e may hope) V7ill reverse 
the Turkeyfying policy, as it has been called, and estab
lish the Ottoman policy of granting equal rights to every 
section and every religion. My right honorable friend 
(Grey) in ŵ atching these matters will be carrying out the 
desire widely felt in this country, and representing really 
national interests.1"9 

, . .Turkey holds the gate of the road by vzhich our larg-
est corn supply comes to this country, and again vre are 
always interested in that part of the v;orld because of 
our obligations under the Berlin Treaty, and everyone 
feels and knov;s that the debt which we incurred under the 
Berlin Treaty has not yet been fully discharged to the 
populations that suffered under the Turkish Empire. 

In the late summer of 1912, matters grew \>7orse still, 

as the situation in Turkish Albania, on the extrene V7estern 

side of the Balkan Peninsula, grew dangerous. Albania revolted 

l^^Ibid. 

•^^Par l i anven ta ry Debates , XLI (1912) . pp . 2342-2346. 
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and the Great Powers began to take more and more notice. The 

Young Turks' attempt to Turkify the Albanians had caused the 

revolt in mid-summer. This kept up unrest in all parts of 

the Balkans, and heightened the feeling that general war with 

Turkey was the answer to her continued aggressions against 

the peoples of the peninsula. 

The Albanians had demanded certain reforms that had 

not been met by the Government V7hen the Albanians had desired 

them to be met. After the Albanian revolt had spread to Uskub, 

where insurgents took control of the city from the Turks, 

Turkey yielded the following reforms: 

1. Opening of Albanian schools. 
2. Recognition of Albanian language, 
3. Building of roads, 
4. New elections. 

5. Impeachment of the Hakki Cabinet in Turkey,-̂ ' 

The only reform not conceded that had been asked for V7as in 

the realm of the military. The Albanians desired to serve 

their military obligations in the local vicinity. Also, the 

people wanted the arming of all and sundry Albanians. But 

these reforms were not allowed because Turkey felt that they 

went beyond reason. In the midst of the general revolt, Tur

key had second thoughts about the reform program and granted 

all of the Albanian's demands except their arming. The sit-

ation, however, had gotten out of hand. Nothing could prevent 

the chauvinistic feelings of the Balkan peoples from explod

ing against TurViey.l'-̂  

170 
Seton-Watson, The Rise of Nationality, pp. I62-I63. 
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August was a month of crisis, as war almost broke out 

because of a Turkish-Montenegrin disagreement over boundary 

lines in the Mojkovac or Prizishte area, northeast of Kolashin 

on the Sanjak of Novibazar-Montenegrin border. The boundary 

had been ill-defined for years and thus was especially a dan

ger spot, A committee made up of representatives from both 

nations met to discuss the boundary about a year before and 

had recommended a solution, which neither Government would 

accept. Grey stated his views on this matter in a Minute at

tached to a letter from Count de Sails, British Minister to 

Montenegro: 

This situation, arising at such a moment as the pre
sent, appears to me to be fraught with so much danger 
that I think, we should suggest to the Russians to press 
the Turks to sanction the agreement of this year (i.e. 
the committee agreement), promising our support.If^ 

Russia's response to Grey's statemient V7as that such a m.essage 

had already been sent, but it had availed nothing: it was too 

late for common action in the matter. 

While deeply involved in seeking a peaceful solution 

to the boundary disagreement, Russia and Britain found them™ 

selves coping with another problem, perhaps even m.ore serious 

than the Montenegrin-Turkish issue. This V7as a massacre in 

Kochana, Macedonia, in V7hlch 112 persons, in the central mar

ketplace, were killed, and over 200 injured by Turkish troops, 

V7ho stormed into the area after two bombs vrent off. The Tur

kish soldiers were supposedly "keeping order", but did more 

"̂̂ d̂e Sails to Grey (Minute), August 10. 1912, in Gooch 
and Temperley, British Docunisnts, IX, pp. 602-603, 
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damage in protecting the peace than the bombs had done before 

they came. Bulgarian feeling was strained to the breaking point 

as Bulgaria blamed the Turks for the outrageous aticcity, 

Barclay, hov7ever, in reporting to Grey, stated that it was 

his belief that a Macedonian insurgent element had thrown the 
173 

bombs. Another rumor had it that the bomb V7as thrown by 

members of the Turkish Committee of Union and Progress in or

der to bring about a massacre ."'•̂  ̂  The British Foreign Office 

was inclined to believe that the Bulgarian revolutionary or

ganization had the bombs exploded, in order to bring about a 

massacre and force the Pov7ers to intervene in favor of the 
17^ 

Christians of Macedonia. 

On August 13, 1912, thirty thousand citizens in Sofia 

paraded, carrying placards which read, "Russia freed Bulgaria, 

Bulgaria must deliver her ov7n fellow-countrymen." and "On to 

Adrianople , "1'" Afterwards, feelings died down again, ̂''̂  

Grey informed Barclay that if the other Powers urged modera

tion on Bulgaria, he should join in such an effort, Barclay 

replied: 
As far as I can ascertain none of my colleagues have 

'Marling to Grey, August 10, 1912, in Gooch and 
Temperley, British Do c u ino. n t s , IX, pp. 604-605. 

•̂ "̂ Îbĵ d. Minute, 
•J rj/-

Barclay to Grey, August 14, 1912, in Gooch and 
Te mp e r1e y, jBritish Documents, IX, pp. 6IO-6II, 

177 
Ibid, 
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received special instructions to give counsels of modera
tion now. In view of reiterated pacific assurances given 
by Government such counsels would be untimely. But I took 
an opportunity today to say to the Minister for Foreign 
Affairs that I was sure that His ?Iajesty's Government 
would have learnt with gratification the pacific assurances 
given by the King of the Bulgarians to Russian and French 
Ministers for he must know how ardently H^s Majesty's 
Government desired peace in the Balkans,I''" 

V/hile the issue of the Macedonian massacre at Kotchana 

proceeded to drag on, the territorial boundary dispute be

tween Montenegro and Turkey did likev7ise, with representatives 

of the various governments requesting the assistance of Great 

Britain in settling the issues. The Bulgarian Minister to 

Great Britain asked her to use her influence with Constanti

nople to induce "Turkey to adopt a reasonable attitude," Tiie 

British representative stated that the representation had al

ready been made, and that Bulgaria should remain calm, '^ 

With regard to the Montenegrin boundary dispute. Grey 

gave it as his opinion that Montenegrin military forces should 

at once V7ithdrav7 from the vicinity of the frontier. The 

Foreign Minister offered the same advice to Turkey, in urging 

that government to withdraw from the frontier so that a peace-

ful solution might be found to the problem. Although Grey 

felt that Montenegro V7as the aggressor, Britain's policy of 

neutrality precluded any stronger stand than this. 

•̂ "̂ B̂arclay to Grey, August 19. 1912, Ibid. , p. 624. 

"̂̂ Ĝrey to Barclay, August 19, 1912. Ibid. , p. 625, 

•̂ ^̂ Grey to de Sails, August 20, 1912. Ibid. , p. 627, 

^^^Grey to Marling, August 20, 1912. .IblcK p. 627. 

•̂  Grey to Bertie, August 21, 1912. Ibid. , pp. 63I-632. 
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As late as the summer of 1912, Britain still believed that 

the answer to Balkan problems lay in Turkey revising her at

titude toward the little countries. On August 21, 1912, Grey 

wrote to Bertie, the Ambassador at Paris: 

In my view, it should be impressed on Turkey that if 
she will establish good Government and not repeat the 
errors of the previous administration the Powers will 
use all their influence to secure peace in the Balkans. 
If the Povjers will agree to some communication of this 
kind to be made separately at Constantinople I should be 
prepared to Instruct His Majesty's Representative to 
join in such action,-̂ "-̂  

As none of the others responded, this idea died aborning. 

Foreign Minister Berchtold of Austria desired Turkey to de

centralize her administration in the Balkan area V7hich she 

still held. Grey thought this too risky: 

. . .though the policy is one with which His Majesty's 
Governp:ient have sympathised, to press "decentralization" 
on the Porte at this juncture night seriously affect the 
stability of the Turkish Government, excite the chauvinism 
of the Turkish army and encourage aspirations in the 
Balkans which would probably lead to V7ar.l"^ 

. Sazonov realized that war in the Balkan Peninsula 

was imminent, and began to panic in the face of this danger. 

He first besought Constantinople for more reforms, but to no 

avail. Then, on September 17, 1912, he asked Great Britain 

and other Powers to bring pressure on Turkey for reforms. 

This failed, because everyone seemed to realize that it was 

18 5 
too late for delaying action. 

•^^^Fay, Origins of World V/ar, p, 437. 
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Grey refrained from advice to the Balkan states, and stated 

simply to his ambassadors that they recommend to their respĉ c-

tive Governments that they keep quiet, and watch for reforms 

from Turkey,^^^ 

Near the'last of Septembers 1912, Ilirkeĵ  announced 

her intentions to hold minitary maneuvers in Northern Thrace, 

putting some 300,000 soldiers in the field. After consul

tations with the Porte, Russia and Great Britain together 

dissuaded Turkey, on the grounds that such a step would be 

a provocation to the Balkan peoples. Thus a climatic crisis 

V7as avoided in September.-^ "̂  

President Raymond Poincare' of France suggested to 

the British that the Great Powers draw up some sort of joint 

statement informing the Balkan nations that no territorial 

gains v7ould be recognized, if a war came about between them 

and Turkey. This suggestion also included a note assuring 

the states that the Poviers V70uld make extensive representa

tion to the Porte to gain more reforms in the Macedonian 

area. As Grey stated in Commons, 

As the House is av7are a very critical state of af
fairs exists in the Balkans, and gives rise to grave 
apprehension. The Great Pov7ers are taking V7hat steps 
they can to prevent a breach of the peace. The tv:o 
points to which their attention has been mainly di
rected are the expression of strong disapproval of a 
breach of peace in the Balkans and the need for the 
realization of reforms in European Turkey.188 

Grey to Bertie, September 2, 1912, in Gooch and 
Temperley, British Documents, IX, p. 66^, 

187 
Seton-V/atson, The Rise of N a t i o n a l i t y , p . l 6 l 

1 oo 
Parliamentary_j)e^bat_es, XLII, (1912) , p . 24 . 
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Before the several powers could join together to send off such 

a note, Bulgaria, Serbia, Greece, and Montenegro began mobili

zing their armies (October 1, 1912). Turkish armies mobilized 

the same day and it becane apparent to the Pov7ers that war 
189 

was at hand. World War I historian Sidney B, Fay explains 

the reason for delay in sending the" note: 

. . .the Entente Powers were to invite Germany and Austria 
to agree to join in advising the Balkan States not to dis
turb the peace, and V7arning them that, even if t?iey broke 
it, they would not be allowed to make territorial gains. 

Everyone agreed, but objections made by England and 
Russia slowed it up. When finally presented on October 
8, it was too late,190 

It was indeed too late, because the Montenegrin Government 

declared war on October 8 just a few hours before the note 

191 
arrived. The other partners did not join her until ten 
days later, 

Turkey, seeing her danger should all embark upon hos

tilities, hurriedly proposed that the Valayet Law from the 

Treaty of Berlin, V7hich promised reforms for the Balkan States, 

be put into effect. This promise had been made m.any tiiies 

before, however, and never put into effect. Thus, the Bal

kan States came to refuse it this tragic time. They did, 

however, reply to the suggestion V7ith a list of reforms that 

they desired from Turkey: 

1. JEthnic autonomy for all nationalities in the Ottonĉ n 
Empire. 

•^^^Seton-Watson, The Rise of Natlonqlity, pp. 163-164. 
IQO 

Fay, Origins of World War, pp. 437-438. 

•̂ •̂̂ Albertini, Origins, p. 377. 
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2. Proportional representation in Parliament. 
3. Equality of Christian and Moslem schools. 
4. Christians not to be liable to military service out

side their ov:n province. 
5. No attempt to alter ethnic character of any district. 
6. Reorganization of gendarnerie under Swiss or Belgian 

chiefs. 
7. Creation of Supreme Co\mcil at Constantinople, com

posed equally of Christians and Moslems, to watch 
over execution of reforms, to be subject to control 
by Ambassadors of the Great Powers.192 

Regarding these demands as excessive, Turkey ignored the note. 

The reforms probably were not even designed to be accepted. 

On October I5, Turkey asked the ministers of Bulgaria, Serbia, 

and Greece to apply for their passports. The day after peace 

came in Turkey's Tripoli V/ar V7ith Italy, V7ar with the Balkan 

States began in earnest. ̂ 3̂ 

The war lasted some months in 1912-13 until Turkey 

V7as badly beaten, being forced to give up practically all that 

remained for her in the Balkans. Another war among the vic

torious states follovjed the defeat of Turkey over the division 

of the spoils. These Balkan conflicts, in turn, prepared the 

viay for the fateful day in Sarajevo, Bosnia, v:hen a man named 

Princeps shot and fatally wounded Archduke Ferdinand of Aus

tria, thus beginning the nightmare of World V/ar I. 

Where lies the blame for the catastrophe of the Balkan 

Wars? Most authorities are agreed that Russia laid the pov7der 

train for the conflict by encouraging the Balkan States in 

their nationalistic fervor against their more povjerful neighbors. 

•^^^Seton-Watson, The Rise of Natlonollty. p. 264-265. 

^^^Ibid. 
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Austria-Hungary and Turkey. Thus, she assisted in the form.a-

tion of an alliance, only to find herself un-.ble to control 

it. 

Why was Russia so anti-Austrian in outlook? The ans

wer lies in the setback she suffered in the Bosnian Crisis of 

I9O8, Berchtold stated after Montenegro declared V7ar: 

We delude ourselves if we do not face the fact that 
our procedure in annexing Bosnia and Herzegovin.o gave the 
first impetus to the Balkan League, . ,19^ " "' 

The historian Stavrianos says: 

. . .the Balkan League and the Balkan V7ars that followed 
may be said to stem directly from the crisis over Bosnia-
He rze go v 1 na , -̂  7i> 

According to Seton-V/atson, 

The Balkan League, V7hich in I912, took the field 
against Turkey V7as the outxjard a?id visible sign of the 
bankruptcy og European statesmanship in the Balkan 
Peninsula,-'-'^" 

How should V7e see Great Britain's Balkan policy in 

the decade leading up to the little countries' viar on Turkey? 

V/ith regard to European and world affairs in general, the 

twentieth century found Britain emerging from her tradition 

of "splendid isolation" into a new world of pov/er politics 

considerably different from the diplomatic traditions of the 

previous century. She reacted to the new needs as a Great 

Power in relation v.-ith other Great Povjers by seeking and finding 

194 
OsterreIch-Ungarns Aussenpojlijtik. ̂ iv, October 2 

1912, as quoted in Stavrianos. Balkans, p.'528, 
^-^Stavrianos, Balkans, p, 531, 

196 
Seton-V/atson, Th§._M̂ .̂ _2£,J:3jLi,onaI.ity, p. I4l, 
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pov7erful allies, and by trying to exercise her considerable 

influence, directly and effectively. But, in her contacts 

with the secondary states of the Balkan area, Britain adhered 

to a benevolent neutrality which had the effect of keeping 

her influence to a minimum. Interestingly, even in her nine

teenth century period of "splendid isolation," Britain had 

played a more direct role in Balkan affairs-̂ '̂̂ --as in the case 

of the Russo-Turkish War of l877-78--than she did in the per

iod under our surveillance. 

Had Britain chosen to exercise a greater influence 

in the early twentieth century situation, it might have been 

better for all concerned, just as, as has been often noted, 

the same has been said about her role in the immediate crisis 

that precipitated World V7ar I in the summer of 1914,-'-̂  The 

suggestions that England offered to the Balkan States to ex

ercise moderation and Turkey to undertake reform amounted to 

sound advice, but were not proffered forcefully enough to be 

effective. Nor did she do enough to hold her ally, Russia, 

in restraint in her passion for meddling in the Balkans. 

In conclusion, we might say that, in a new rapidly 

changing diplomatic world, Britain responded semi-effectively 

in terms of her own immediate self-interest, but in terms of 

a broader context, she failed to sense quickly enough that 

197 
Medlicott, The Congress of Berlin, p, 180. 

•̂ ^ William Archer, The Thirteen Days (Oxford: Claren
don Press, 1915). pp. 178-189. 
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her position as a strong, democratic, peacefulminded nation 

needed to be exerted more forcefully in ticklish situations 

involving both small and large powers than it actually was. 

If England fell down in this regard, she probably should not 

be judged severely, for in similar situations involving chang-

ing times, other countries and peoples have responded no 

more swiftly or wisely. That the need to adjust to the hew 

conditions was perceived is indicated, for example, by an 

interesting statement by Mr. Andrew Bonar Law. Leader of the 

Conservative opposition and later Prims Minister, in the 

House of Commons, July 26, 1912: 

This great change in our position has taken place, 
and the vital thing for us is to consider Y7hether as a 
nation v;e are adapting ourselves in the best possible 
way to the nev7 conditions. How can we adapt ourselves 
to them? The first corollary of the position in which 
V7e nov7 stand is in regard to foreign policy. Here I am 
g3-ad to say I have no v7ord of criticism to offer on wh.at 
the Government have done...The fact that our positions 
have changed has altered our whole position in regard-
to foreign policy. V/e can no longer stand in a position 
of isolation with comparative indifference as to the 
grouping of other Powers. , ,It is vitally necessary that 
we should have a consistent, steady, foreign policy, and 
the keynote of that policy is the very point ŵ hich the 
Prime Minister has referred to: steady and persistent 

are united V7ith 
iple 

friendship with the other two powers V7ho 
us in the Triple Entente.1"^ 

As Mr. Bonar law's rem.ark indicates, a sufficient realization 

of the im.portance of Great Britain's working v:lthln a context 

of Great Power alliances existed before the outbreak of VJorld 

War I, but there did not seem to be a full awareness of the 

necessary corollary that the Small Powers' rivalries had to 

•̂ ^̂ Parliaraentary Debates, XLI (1912), p. 1393. 
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be taken into the Great Pov7ers' sphere of responsibility, if 

disaster were to be averted. As is only too evident, catas

trophe in a Small Pov7er-Great Power conflict did, indeed, 

follow in 1914, as England and the other Great Powers dis

played an inability to keep the Balkan tension under control 

from I912-I914. The consequence v;as World V/ar I, V7hose long-

term implications cannot even yet be fully appraised. 
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APPENDIX 

OFFICIAL DOGUIIENTS 

TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP AND AI.LIANCE BSTV.̂ EN 
TPiS KINGDOM OF BULGARIA AND 

THE KINGDOM OF SERVIAI 

Signed at Sofia, February 29, 1912 

His Majesty. Ferdinand the First, King of the Bul
gars, and His Majesty Peter the First, King of Servia, thor
oughly convinced of the common interests and the common des
tiny of their countries, and of the brother nations of Bul
garian and Servian peoples, and being resolved firmly to de-
fend those interests V7ith their united forces, and to endeavor 
to pursue them to a happy conclusion, have agreed upon the 
following: 

Article I 

The Kingdom of Bulgaria and the Kingdom of Servia 
mutually and reciprocally guarantee the political indepen
dence and territorial integrity of each other, agreeing ab
solutely witiiout exception of any kind, to support one ano
ther V7ith their entire strength in any case where one of the 
two kingdoms may be attacked by one or more states. 

Article 2 

The tvro contracting parties agree also to aid one 
another \7ith their entire strength in case any one of the 
great Powers shall attempt to annex or occupy, or to take 
military possession of, even temporarily, any part whatever 
of the territory of the Balkan peninsula now under Turkish 
domination, if one of the contracting parties believes this 
action to be injurious to its vital interests, and a casus 
belli. 

Article 3 

The tv70 contracting parties agree not to conclude 
peace except jointly and after prior agreonent. 

•*-This treaty, the secret appendix, military convention, 
and argument between the general staffs, following, trans
lated from Questions Diplomatiques et Coloniales, Dec. 1, I9I3, 
by W, Clayton Carpenter, V/ashington. D,. C, 
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Article 4 

A military convention shall be concluded for the pur
pose of insuring the complete execution of the present treaty 
in the manner best suited to the accomplishment of the desired 
purpose. This convention shcill provide also everything that 
is to be done by each party in case of war, as v:ell as every
thing regarding military organization, demobilization and mo
bilization of troops, superiority of orders, which should be 
determined in time of peace with regard to the preparation 
for, and proper conduct of, v;ar. 

The military convention shall form an integral part 
of the present treaty. The work of drafting the same shall 
begin at the latest two weeks after the signature of the pre
sent treaty and must be concluded within the two months fol
io V7ing, 

Article 5 

The present treaty and the military convention shall 
be in force from the date of their signature to the thirty-
first of December, 1920, inclusive. They cannot be prolonged 
beyond this period without a supplementary agreement of the 
contracting parties, expressly authorized. However, in case 
the two parties should find themselves at V7ar at the expira
tion of the treaty and the military convention, or in case they 
shall not have recovered from the situation resulting from 
the war, the treaty and convention shall be continued in force 
until the signing of the treaty of peace or the sottlenient 
of the conditions brought about by the war. 

Article 6 

The present treaty shall be drav7n up in two identic 
copies, in both the Servian and Bulgarian languages. It 
shall be signed by the sovereigns and ministers of foreign 
affairs of the two countries. The military convention, also 
in tv70 copies and dravrn up in the Bulgarian and Servian lan
guages, shall be signed by the sovereigns, the ministers of 
foreign affairs, and the special military plenipotentiaries. 

Article 7 

The present treaty and the military convention shall 
not be published or communicated to other countries except by 
previous agreement of the two contracting parties, and then 
it shall be done jointly and at the same time. 

Previous agreement shall also be necessary for the ad
mission of a third state into the alliance. 

Done at Sofia, February 29. 1912. 
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SECRET APPENDIX TO THE TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP AND 
ALLIANCE BETWEEN THE KINGDOM OF BULGARIA AND 

THE KINGDOM OF SERVIA 

Signed at Sofia, February 29. 1912 

Article 1 

In case internal disorders arise in Turkey, of such 
a character as to endanger the national or state interests of 
the contracting parties, or of one of then, as for instance 
in case Turkey should find itself beset by internal or exter
nal difficulties which might involve the maintenance of the 
status quo in the Balkan peninsula, the first of the contract
ing parties to arrive at the conviction that military action 
should be taken on this account, shall make a statement, giv
ing the reasons therefor, to the other party which shall be 
bound to enter immediately upon an exchange of views, and if 
the latter party does not agree with its ally, shall give to 
the ally an.answer stating the reasons. 

If an agreement is arrived at, this agreement shall 
be communicated to Russia, and in case that Pov7er does not op
pose it, the action shall be undertaken in accordance with 
the agreement vrhich has been reached, and in accordance with 
the sentiments of unity and community of interests. In the 
contrary case,--if an agreement is not reached,--the two 
states shall appeal to the opinion of Russia, which opinion 
shall, so far as Russia shall pronounce the same, be binding 
upon the tvjo parties. 

In case Russia does not give its opinion and an agree
ment between the tv70 contracting parties cannot, even after 
that, be reached, and in case the party V7hich is in favor of 
action decides to pursue such action alone and at its o::]i risk, 
the other party shall be obliged to observe a friendly neutrality 
tov7ard its ally, to proceed at once to mobilize its troops 
within the limits provided by the military convention, and to 
go to the assistance of its ally V7ith all its povfer, if a third 
state takes the part of Turkey. 

Article 2 

All territorial additions V7hlch may be secured by cor-
mon actlo27 as provided in articles one and tv7o of the treaty 
and article one of this secret appen-'Ux thereto, shall be un
der the common dominion (condominium) of the allied states. 
The division thereof shall be made vrithout delay within the 
maximum period of three m.onths after the re'establishmcnt of 
peace and upon the following bases: 

Servia recognizes the right of Bulgaria to terri
tories to the east of the Thodopes and the Struma river; Bul
garia recognizes the rights of Servia to those situated to 
the north and west of Char-Planina. 
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As regards territories situated between the Char, 
Rhodopes, the Aegean Sea and Ochrida Lake, if the two parties 
reach the conclusion that it is impossible because of the com
mon interests of the Bulgarian and Servian nations, or for 
other reasons of domestic or foreign affairs, to organize 
these territories as a separate autonomous province, they shall 
be disposed of according to the follov7ing provisions: 

Servia agrees not to lay any claim to the territory 
situated beyond the line traced upon the annexed map, starting 
from the Turkish-Bulgarian frontier at Mt. Golem (to the north 
of Kr. Palanka) and following a generally southwesterly di
rection to Ochrida Lake, passing Mt. Kltka, between the vil
lages of Metejeve and Podarji^-kon, by the summit to the east 
of the village of Nerav, and following the vratershed to the 
peak of 1,000, north of the village of Baschtevo, betvreen the 
villages of Liubentzi and Petarlitza, by the peak Ostritch 1,000 
(Lissetz-Planina), the peak 1,050 between the villages of 
Dratch and Opila, by the villages of Tallchmantzi and Jivalevo, 
the peak 1,050, the peak 1,000, the village of Kichali, the 
principal line of the Gradlchte-Pl^.nina watershed to the peak 
Goritchte, to the peak 1,023. following then the V7atershed 
between the villages of Ivankovtzi azid Loghintzi, through 
Vetersko and Sopot on the Vardar. Crossing the Vardar, it fol
lows the ridges tov7ard the peak 2,550 and as far as Mt.Petro-
pole, along the V7atershed of this mountain betvreen the vil
lages of Krapa and Barbares to the peak 1,200 betv7een the vil
lages of Yakryenovo and Drenovo, to Mt. Tchesma (1,254), along 
the watershed of the mountains Baba-Planina and Krouchka-
Tepessi, betvveen the villages of Salp and Tzerske,- to the sum
mit of Protoyska-Planina, to the east of the village of Be-
litza, through Brejani to the peak 1,200 (Ilinska-Planina), 
along the line of the watershed passing the peak 1,330 to the 
peak 1,217 and between the villages of Livoichta and Gorentzi 
to Lake Ochrida near the monastery of Gabovitzi. 

Bulgaria agrees to accept this frontier if His Majesty 
the Emperor of Russia, who shall be asked to be the final ar
bitrator of this question, decides in favor of this line. 

It is understood that the two contracting parties 
agree to accept as the final frontier the line which His Ma
jesty the Emperor of Russia, within the above indicated lirAts, 
may find to correspond the closest to the rights and interests 
of the two parties. 

Article 3 

A copy of the treaty and of this secret appendix 
thereto shall be communicated together to the Imperial Govern
ment of Russia, V7hich shall be asked at the same time to take 
note thereof, as a proof of the good intentions of the parties 
thereto in connection with the purposes sought by them, and 
with the request that His Majesty the Emperor of Russia deign 
to accept and approve the powers attributed to himself and 
his government in the provisions of these two docum.ents. 
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Article 4 

Every difference V7hich shall arise concerning the in
terpretation and execution of any of the provisions of the 
treaty, of this secret appendix, and of the military conven
tion, shall be submitted to Russia for final decision, as soon 
as one of the tv7o parties shall have declared that it believes 
it impossible to reach an agreement by direct negotiation. 

Article 5 

None of the provisions of this secret appendix shall 
be published or communicated to another Power without a prior 
agreement thereon by the two parties hereto and the consent 
of Russia, 

Done at Sofia, February 29, 1912. 






